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find a faster, more comprehensive, 
more custornizable 
if you're dealing with demanding deadlines and shrinking budgets, 
you should try Global Access right now FREE. 
GLOBAL ACCESS MEANS INSTANT ACCESS TO THE CRUCIAL 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION YOU NEED. 
With Global Access, you can offer your end-users fast and m y  
access to the largest, most integrated coliection of financial source 
documents ever assembled - including a complete filicgs history 
with the SEC back to 1968. Plus, the capability they need to put 
that information to work! 
In one convenient package, your users will have icstant access to 
more than 5 million US. and international company fiiings and 
reports, both real-time and historical. O n  over 50,000 U S .  and 
international public companies. including pricing, earnings 
estimates, research reports, press coverage, private company data, 
institutional ownership, and more. Information that's updated 
thousands of times a d a y .  
Acd our insider trading analytics and expert commentary will 
make you look smart. Delivering key intelligence like &ich insiders 
are trading and why ... who just filed their Form 4 or 144 ... all on 
the same day the filing is made. 
INFORMATIOX DELIVERED ANY WAY THEY WANT IT. 
(SUDDENLY. YOL'RE A HERO AGAIN!) 
Global ,4ccess delivers information any way your users want it - in 
presentation-ready, Taw data or value-added fornats. And it's so 
user-friendly, there's less training time. Which means less drain on 
your time, as well as theirs! 
financial database. 
We've invested millions of dollars in technical innovations and 
features that satisfy end-users, and nlean more recognition for you. 
Like fuil-text searching in coripany filings. Ability to search across 
databases. Downloading finaxial statements into spreadsheets. 
Graphical deiivery of company annual reports. Broadcast and 
e-mailed alerts of new filings or news from customized company 
iists. Acd we're a rocksoiid reiiable firm ... so you Rever have to 
u70r * L J ' a b out tomorrow. 
AND ~IIE'RE PUTTING OUR MONEY WXERE OUR MOUTH IS. 
There is no better, fzster way to prove how vaiuable Globai Access 
could be for your people than by trying it right now FREE. So visit 
www.disclosure.com/now or call toll-free today. For a limited time, 
when you subscribe, we'il even waive the $4,000 application fee! 
You simpiy can't lose. 
1-800-236-6997 ext 2025 
Or visit www.disclosure.comh 
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ntrodacing Westcheck 3.0: 
T h  new cite-checking quote- I 
checking caw-retrieving time- 
sat/.ili!g money-sating mistake- 
auoidhg soJwarefor Westhw. 
When kg1 researchers ask you for help, 
Westched" 3.5 for Windows ieb you per- 
fo r3  citation research for them iv~y'ith greater 
ezse m d  speed-2nd better 
resdts-than ever 
before possibie. 
!. 
Research in 
your choice of 
citators-includ- 
ing KeyCite1". 
%K?ugii SY7@tcheck 
3.0, you have quick 
nd easy access to ail 
the sower of KeyCite. 
Yo?! c m  aiso check citatiocs in Icsta-lite" 
or Shepard's". 
Find the hidden weaknesses in cases 
using Table of Authorities. 
F7est Sroq 's  new T~bie  of Authorities 
s e ~ i c e  lists acthority cited by a m e .  It's a 
usehi too! !or finding wahesses in your 
h 
EE software 
makes life easier 
for law librarians. 
Retrieve documents from Westkiw at 
offline, transactional prices. 
Au When you know the citation for a 
Wesflaw docmect,  yo3 c m  retrieve it for a 
%xed, tramactiond price via Vatcheck 3.0. 
r- i his cay save ycu money a id  means pre- 
dictable and contdnabie ~zicing, with no 
.. 
- I 
- - 
aut,omaticaIiy recog- . , surprises! 
nizes cyotations in youl word-processing k s 
documents a d  verifies them against the 
wording in West&!@!". 
In seconds extract and check multiple 
citations automatically! 
Why wste  time and money typing iic 
citations individmiiy, waiting and paying 
online for results and then printicg or 
- 
ownloading tie resuh? 
from word-processing dccuments-or from 
iists you have ccmpiied a d  maintzij'ned- 
Yestcheck 3. O wili check all your citations 
at the s m e  time. In t ie time you might 
o.omdiy have spect lo check one citation, 
y w ~ ' i l  have a compiete, weii-orgariized report 
on e u d v  citation. 
Order Westcheck 3.0 now! 
If ycu currently use aE earlier version of 
~esfchect,  Westcheck 3.0 will make your 
citation research faster and more efficient. 
If ~ O L I  currenily do citation research witiiout 
so!&vare assistm~e~ pu'l! find the improve- 
ment to be breat?taking! 
,rI io order your FREE Westch~k 3.5 
sohare ,  piease cail 
1-800-WESTUW (1-800-937-8529). 
Izpcrtant Role. You mast have a West!aw 
passwxd to enjoy the besefis of Vatcheck 3.0. 
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a library paxron how to use a print index. Today, the role of the information 
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In ther essay, "Infomation+Technology+YOU Equals Knowledge Management," 
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One of my goals for this y e a  is to mentor the "SLA life" of our members. A key component of this 
effort is to explain how SLA operates. I'm going to describe our structure as it exists and some of our 
plans for future changes. The description of the process may sound a bit dull, but the actual work of 
using our collective creativity as we plan the changes should be exciting. 
At the top of the organization are our articles of incorporation and our byiaws. These are LIe legal 
rules by which we operate. SLA is incorporated in New York (our headquarters for our first seventy 
years) as a 501 (c)3 not-for-profit, educational, scientific, technical institution. O u  last major overhaul of 
m r  bylaws was in the 1950's. akhough we have made a number of changes to then since that time. The 
bylaws call for a board of directors who govern under the direction of boti? the bylaws and the policies it 
votes to apply. The policies originate at the suggestion of the board itself. our staff, or our members. The 
last major update of the organization of the board of directors itself was in the 1970's when the chapter and division cabinets were created. 
The YLA staff is headed by an executive director. This person is the only employee of the board. The board sets the aurnber of addi- 
tional staff, k t  the execxtire director is responsible for the duties and performances of these added members. 
The board sets the strategic direction of the association and the budget; the staff implements these plans. Over the past several years, 
the board and the staff have realized that it is taking too Iong to effect changes in our fast-paced environment. For example, it took nearly 
~hree years to review and approve our most recent strategic plan. In addition to concerns about the speed of our operations, we have be- 
come concerned about Lie inflexibility of our bylaws. To address these concerns, the staff and the board began looking at SLA's gover- 
nance stmc;.m and to pim for improvements. 
Hen ia what we have done so fa: 
the s M  ha3 prodxed a white paper with some suggestions for governance changes the board has held several day-long brainstorming ses- 
sions react@ t~ the white paper and discussing the philosophical underpinnings of the association: who we are and where we want to go 
* the SLA attcrxy has informally reviewed our bylaws and offered suggestions based on current trends in the not-for-profit association 
industry 
What Is happening now: 
A task force af members has been invited to discuss both the best and the least effective means of how the association operates and to 
provide snggestions for reengineering our governance. A few exanples of the kinds of things under review: 
who shozld we &get as new members (think giobally)? 
are the cabme's mefial and working we117 
dc: we hzve thf;,., right committees? 
d~ we h a ~ e  the right nun3er and location of conferences? 
the assccizltion attorney has been requested to provide a mcdel constitution (or bylaws) that we can use as a guide to how we 
might change and improve in order 10 be able to function in a more timely and flexible manner while maintaining a sound legal ba- 
sis for m r  operations 
The board wi3 take the best input from the above sources along with any other ideas (e.g., what works at other associatiocs) and rec- 
ommend a twen~-fiist cenkry organizational structure for SLA. T5is process may take us another one to two years (includes preparing 
the plan, Informxg the menbers, voting on revised bylaws). While 1 just noted we want to be able to move more quickly, the governance 
of SLA is too importact to om ability to provide value to our members to rush the job. We already think SLA is one of the best information 
associations, but we want to really shine in the next century. 
if yoc want to comnent on governance issues, y x  are encouraged to contact me (e-mail, phone, fax, letter) or to use the executive di- 
rector's eieikonic chatroox discussions. We want to hear every good idea. 
L. Susan Hayes, President 
donation of works of art on ap- is an active member of the 1% Car@ mfxmaticn Cexeey. 
pear b Eewitt's aLm matew, nois Chapter, as wel as the HatcheiI is aa active mexber cf 
Hewiff c@iie~ti@n 33 Geneva College, located in Bea- Eagineering, Environxeat Q the Minnesciz Chagter. 
ver Falls, PennsyIvania. fie Resource Management, and 
m a r k  is displayed in severzl 'Eansportation Divisions. 
A collection of African offices throughout Cie campus. 
American a? amassed over the In 1978, the cokge awarded 
yexs by SLA Past President Heiitt an honorary doctorate. BQ Four %A mem3ers were re- 
Vivian HeMTitt and her 211s- Vivian Hew& was president ector cf cently invked to participate in 
bx:d ] a h  recently was pur- of SLA 2cm 6978-1979. She Emory University Sibraries Me development of a new s k -  
chased by NationsBank in vm also a presidentof the Sew Center for Business informa- vcinme Dekker Encjclogedia a? 
Charlotte, KC. Graciously, the York Chapter ar~d qtrite active in tion, Woodruff Library, Asan- L f ~ r a v  3and Informztion Scl- 
bank will donate the fifty-ei@t the Sozi3i Science and M~se-  ta, GA, recently gave a speech ence as members of fie Inter- 
piece coEedion to the Afro- Ens, Arts, Q W~manities Divi- to the .Seorg~a Zxpr t  Cred? national Editorial Advisory 
American Cultural Center in sions. St2  active in SLA today, Forum, a division of the Na- Bozrd. T3e enq-ydspedia 1 ~ 3  
Chxlotte when the facility is Hewitt is a member of the Re- tional Association of Credit offer a coxprehensive v;ew of 
completed. pied MeHnSers Caa~ils, Management (SACM) . W e d  the Eibrag and i n f o r ~ a b n  sc:- 
WationsBank announced tke '"Rsky Business," %e speec& ence discipline, fea3xing 50G 
a n  donation whi& wiIl first Nie derived 2sr: an article she tqicai entries and onlhe as- 
tra77el on an 18-moat5 tour be- wrote for the March issue sf cessibility. The disting~ished 
fore it setties pernme~t1y in KACM's Business d .  jist iadndes: Lgcy B. Lettis, 
Charlotte. The tour wiD take the 
extensive collection as far west 
as Los Angeks and as h r  south 
as Mew Orkans. Fatzring such 
prominent black &kts as 
Ghxles bJston: Romare 
Bearden, john Biggers, EPiza- 
beti8 CatIett, x:d Hde Woodmff, 
Pageli was aiso an invited 
spezker at Cle ALA greconfer- 
eace, "Going Global: Business 
and Government Information 
Pafinering," i~-spoasored by 
the Vlashingeoa, CC Chapter of 
SLA. She is a member of the 
C-eorGa Chapter and B ~ S i ~ e s s  
- 
the cdection spans nearly a Betty Lou Hicks, manager, & Finance Division. 
century of creativity. library services for Hanson 
HewiE and her hnsband, : Engineers, kc. ,  Springfield, HatchelE 
who reside in New Yo& have . IL, was recentIy awarded the Weeei~es 
been avid art coBectars since . EilSLA Engineering Librarian Sheiaa Hatchell recently re- 
they were mwied in :949. of the Year award by Engi- : ceived the first annual %&hi 
Dnrhg Ciat time, they abtiihed neering inform at is^ Inc. and - Kohli Memorial  ward. P:e 
the majority of their pieces from . the Engineering Division af avmd is given 3 2 Coilege of 
agists they befriended tl.,r~zl@ ;z 'SEA. The award, w3ich in- St. &thewine student in the 
the years. Now in their 90's, t k  - dudes a commemorative graduate prograx of Ei:kry 
cwdple stdl have an equdly in- : plaque and a $ I  ,OCO stipend, and Znformatior, Science to en- 
pressive Haitian art cQIiectition recognizes the resourceful- courage the reci@ent ",(3 p r s n e  
which they acquired froz . ness: creatisrityr, and skilis be- a career in specid l i j~&~a~~ship! 
fiends h r ing  their many Mps : hind the vaiuable contribu- based an the recipients interest, 
to the county~ eions made by engineering Ii- - ieadership activities, and overail 
The HewiZs have made sev- brarians in aczdemiz and in- academic achievements. The 
eml xt ddonations to museams duslry. Kicks served as chair . $2,303 scholarship is a johtly 
through the yeas. Most nofa- - of the Engineering Division far - &nded by SEA'S Food, Agriml- 
bly, they xade a signiflmnt : 1997/98 associaticm year. She ' a r e ,  B Nutrition Division and 
&thur Andersen Yip, Ne'g 
?ark, hT; Barbara Peterson, 
3M Corporation, St. Pad, MS: 
Julie N. 6 m m ,  Dow Chemical 
Co., Midland, MI: james 
S ~ ~ l l w o o d ,  h e a a  Life Q Ca- 
saaky, ilafiford, CT. 
Marcia Lei Zeag, asscc:ate 
professor, Kent SW-e Universi- 
ty. Kerit, DM, recen'ly received 
E Xnfcrm~.tion Science Re- 
scawck Grant Son the Online 
Comyter Librag Center 
(OCLC), Of%e af Research for 
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and Formats-Testing Existing 
M&Ztdata Standards and Pro- 
posed Meladat8 Cores in a 
Historicai Fashion Col!ection. 
Zeng is a member of the 
Zleveiznd Chspteu and E~laca- 
ticn Xvision. 
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NEW Funds Sob tiibnrians CsniFere~cc 
P%ser~a%km The Solc Librarians Division hosted a number of programs and sess1c;:ls ar %Ys 89th Annu- 
Mitr~fiIming 32 al Conference. Mary Ellen Fates of Bates Information Service, impressed everyone witlt her %ilk 
X M N E $  titled Using the Web for Research, or Free vs. Fee. l%e Women's Issues Caucus warned v:ih the 
Ti?e Sational Endowment fcr division to spoilsor a panel discussion on the often higi~ly poiiriial topic of "Where Should Li- 
the Humanities ;?;\;EPi:. is pro- brarians Fit Into the Corporate Hierarchy?" Anor,her progarn fearured a, panel of librarians dis- 
viding ScINET wirh $?13:3C)O cussing their experiences in How to Effectively Use i.ibrw Committees. F3r the secocd year in a 
ro suppox rhe second phase of a row. the presenmtio;~ Success Stories of Solos inpressed h e  audielm vijth speakers wirh a vd- 
foblCh ~00ptX3tiW pp:c?sc3nago:? ued role in corporate en\Qonments. Judith Siess: ati~f!~: of The Sob t&cd,?k~j sow&&, gave 
microfdming project The two- examples ~f time managemeni techniques; Mndi Boysen, American Cwncil of Exercised Cerri- 
year project, planned in ccnjunc- !'red, presented stress savers for division members. For rhc proo,ram, "Wring  a Library ?roc+ 
r i o ~  wirh the Associarion of dure Manual: The Job Everyone Loves to Hate," a panel presenvd exanpies of their successfuUy 
Scutheastern Research Li'irariez written manuals. Inrnagic, Inc., sponsored a session tided "How Solo Librarians Are SuccessbIIy 
asd Histori~lljr Blaclc Coiieges Using Inmagic's DB/Texmarks." The division's business meelkg m d  !uncheon $so featured a 
and Universiries will presmie special presentation for Guy St. Clair for his service to One Person Libraries. The ciivision held a 
8,610 deteriora?d voiumes. Dutch treat dinner for more than fifty attendees in four resfaxants. The division ended the con- 
ference with an all day trip ra Brown County State Park and Sashvile, IN. 
New Jersey $$ate 
Libraries Receive 8 1 Busimss d Fiinantx Divbiron hnarrsncag Awafds 
Million k ~ m  The Business 6: Finance Divish~ presented its 1998 professional gani and srxlenr stipends 
The Xew jersey %re and awards to fise recipients. Tht. professional gram winner was Lesiie Nood, corporate librarian a~ 
mbik Libraries recenrly received Hagler BaiUy Services, Inc. The student stipend winners were Terrence I3. Bennez, Universir;, of 
a $1  on sate  budge! Lrl- Illincis at Urbana-Champaign: Si~san McAdam. Ui~iversity at Albany, Srate Universiq of Sew 
crease ir?. per capita stiix aai drjr York; Kristina I. Sheppard, University of Arizona-Tiisor:; a!ld Mary jam Whiieside, Universiy af 
1998. II:. addirian to Che $1 d- Texas at Austin. The $1,200 sripends were presented to each of the winners at rhe division s an- 
iisn in srate aid, the 320 pblic nual business meeting held [he annual conrerence k Indianapolis, 2J, this past ]tine. 
i ikxies d s c  received $5iXj.C03 
for books to L&&e Sat~rday : 
operations. &other $479,W0 
was allocated a update md exr- 
hmce current tecZ~~ologid ser- 
vices. %he L&rw for the B k d  
a d  Handicapped &so received 
$479,006 tc purchase ~ e - d v  
equipment and hardwxe. 
The NatiocaI EndormeIE for 
the Hummities (NEHj recent@ 
awarded SOLNET a gmt of 
$546.300 to suppoxt tke antinu- 
a t i o ~  of its regional Preservation 
Field Senices program tkzough 
Apd 2000. The grant w3 enabIe 
SDLXET tc provide edusationai 
proprams, information, referrals, 
pub'dations, md cormhx3 for 
tke iibraies a'zd archives of the 
Southeastern United. States, in- 
proving the2 aXIity t~ preserve 
2nd provide access to their idor- 
mt ion  resources. 
8 Information ourlooh e September I993 
Since I never worked in a special library unexpected topic for me to lecture on, as an ("There are iibraries at the movie studios? 
before, I had to chuckle as I stood in front American academic librarian I recognized What do they do there?"). 
of the classrocm f-LIE of curious and inter- that, for a group of German library school A fair amount cf research was necessary 
ested students. preparing to give a lecture students, I indeed knew something about for me to prepare for the lectlare, and I was 
on "Spezialbibliotheken in der USA." One special libraries in the United States. With a aware of this even before accepting the as- 
quickly learns to be flexible and improvise bit of preparation, ! was confident I could signment. The HTMiK, a libray school in 
when working and teaching in another deliver a satisfactory overview and intro- the former German Democratic Republic, 
country. This was the case at the Hochs- duction to the subject. The lecture went possesses little in its departmental library to 
chule fiir Technik, Wirtscbaft und Kultur well, with most questions at the end relat- help bring together the necessary back- 
( H M ) ,  in Leipzig, Germany, where, in the ing to technology, corporate libraries and, ground information on special libraries in 
first cou~le of months of a six-month as- not surprisingly, to the working visits I had the US. But with a direct ethernet connec- 
signment as an ALA Fellow, I had become made to the MGM and 20th Century Fox re- tion to the university backbone in my 
accustomed t3 s x h  challenges. Though an search jibraries while a student at UCLA guest faculty apartment, I was already 
making heavy use of the Internet for the 
course I was teaching on digital libraries. I 
by RogeuBrfsson. For more infomation on Pntematiorzal News or to conmhte to the col- found a wealth of information on SLA's 
umn, please cuztact internatiunal Relations Committee Chair Matydee Ojala web site, more than enough to prepare me 
fmayydee@mission.. corn) C~mx:irrr,ril, next page 
TLy our magicmml 
I see how fast we can make articles appear 'K - Say you  receive a request for ar! article on survival rates for four I forms of cancer in the USA and it's in the July isstie of American Jourr;ai of .Public i-ieaith. Chances are it's on our sneives and we can have a copy of it delivered to you immediateiy. ' 'L I The magic is in our on-site coliection of medical serials - over 17,000 titles and 350,003 items spanning mare than 1CO years - and in the friendly, personal I response to aii requests. Our goal is simpie: to help you respond to yoc*: patrons - quickly and efficiently in a 4 m p;03 I variety cf iorrnats. And your first journal article is ki Try oar magic. 
I The Medicaf Library . . Center of ,few YO& Special lnforma 
for n y  lecture. Weli Gesiged, ii helped me 51e global information revohtion ;s &iv&g a 
quickly develop an outline for the talk, and radical transformation af Gemm Ii'cra-ies 
provided nre wiCi the necessary back- and libr~Lmsk$. The shdents %Fig the 
ground information on the varieties of course wen inkrested il lezrrdng how to 
special Iibraries. As a web site for a pro- n$<e better 2.d a x e  ystematic use of dig- 
fessional association, it induded a good i+A materizis, and for a number of them 
deal of career information. It also con- there was the additiond awaeness elat 
firmed my suspicion that, more than Czey themselves wodd somehow be k- 
any other l i b r q  type, special li- wlved ir^ l Cqe k fomt ion  kdusey in 
braries are cunently experiencing their f:~ture weers. The course syEa- 
a radical transformation of their bus prcvided a conce@d %rockc- 
services as a resuit of the informa- tion co digital Ebraries, and r egdz  
tion revohtion. izbs gave sadens  the oppoanity 
Indeed, technology beeme zfi for ha&-on use of Ir~ternet resources 
kmportant ieitmotif ir, my iecture. I in t3ek Gass w ~ k .  BefitTL~g a came  on 
was a iibray fellow ir, leipzig, Ger- digital libraries, d readhg assigmeris and 
many ir: part because the Lqtemet en- exerches were dram frca the &xr>et itsE2, 
abled me to contLme caryihg out wit?i the ~ 5 Z e c  exercises b & g  web-based. 
some of s y  res~ocsibilities as Gems Wdents were requaed to send thek cam- 
specialist at item State. I was only ar, e- pleted exercises as attached e-mail d o m  
mail message away h m  both coEeages men& tc me, and all comments were Kxe- 
and patrons; i could contime cpdatiqg the wise returned to mdividsd s&.dents as e- 
web site for Germm skidies at ?em State; i ma.2 messages. 7%: Edy digitai n a t m  of 
au ld  pursue ~y collection development zc- the come  went remarkably well) -wYh ogJy a 
tivities without interniptior,; and I was even sarple of miqor problems arising b e w s e  of 
able to sany out &A-related profession& Iezrning was a criticai51eme in the course 1 admid d3Lc~Ities. 
responsibiiilies. In a real sense i represented ~ ~ g h t  on digitid libraries. Since it was a It was soxewhat t tsa~poWhg, bgt re- 
a 1ivk.g exanile of the transfornation 1 was geeerd edwa',ion course, 5?e sass  was veahg, %at the c a m e  on di@tzrl libraries did 
characterizing in my lecbre. cmposed of a heterogeneous gocp  of stu- not &rac"Ly E b r q  school s?adents. This 
Distributed, networked compting ai- dents f x m  a variety of disciyIices. This a d d  perhaps 5e expiahed h px< b e ~ w  
lowed me to continue a virtual presence at the come was sffered 3y the Computer Sci- 
my home institution, and at the same time ewe Department   perhaps dso indizkveij, 
it provided me with open access to oniine bst a xore si@&mt r e a m  was the ambiv- 
materials at Penn State. Arxed with a A s  in eke by* 3 . 3  fh P &, & .& & & r m a t i ~ ~  
Toshiba Pentium laptop, portable color revolution has been greeted by traditianaj. E- 
scanner, and a Iight travel printer, i had 
~tobal iggformacion brarimsMp LI- Gen:ar;y. %is mbivdence 
ti?e capability to digitize and upload infsr- 2.5 m e  cut c i a @  duriag t k  queskor; x- 
mation, and access iiL forincorporating it swer perfod &er x y  lec%n an specid 3br;u- 
into my own research. ???is equipment was P - & ~ v Q % ~ ~ D E  is ies. Cne smdent noted ske@dly thax &om 
dso  very useful for the archival research 1 x y  Ci~azcteriZaticn it sou~ded '&e  my 
did for my doctoral. Because I knew that I @es of corporate aad ot;Per Ebrzries worrid 
would have ~u i i  access to me internet-+- d ~ f ~ f f i g  a radical soon not iave a y  book at G. $is- 
cluding all the materials I digitized for my ageeiig, I did amrie-;; that because of the 
personal web site, I could be atsch move c r%d bpoflmce of m e k e s s ,  mmy types 
discriminating in what printed rnalerisls i t~afl SX@ A e i ~ t  M ~2~ of T, were n:a&qg g e z m  ' m ~ -  
decided to take with me to Germany My sioa critical' ase of dig22 matarids than of 
web site was also very nseful in uploading German dibrwies the2 counteph,kssts h prkt. ZXs wzs greeted documents and other materials that I had with geaerd aversion by a number of stxi- 
collected durkg my stzy abroad. As a ger,- dents h tke C&ss who, %om thc2 c o ~ a e r i t s ~  
eral research resource, i found x y  s ~ b -  and ji&par;iunship, v~ere kferested(3ce most of W) Ll a career 
scription to the webbased Electric Library 
-as,A_.,-.A,,,.....-ese --,-- ,.,> ---,.. 
Ebrximship because of their love of 
(h~p:llwid.electric1braryrycon~ eminently joo'ks. Meed, 2 v~as  wen aware of 5ie irony 
useful in preparing ~y lec'L.Jres and for made the course a bit more challenging of z y  teachkg a come on digit4 Ebraries in 
general research. than if it were tmgbt to only library or in- Leipzig. a city that holds a central place ir, the 
fix transfornation of scholarship a ~ d  formation science srddents. As in the US., I-listory sf bwks tk.oug??o~t C?e world, 
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What I hear, 1 forget; what I see, i re- 
member; but what I do, I understand. 
--Con@cius, 451 BC 
Xka: &.e Keed~  offha: 
Ad&n 1&3Li*17.62~ 
The information professional has been 
involved ic "training" since hetshe first 
showed a library patron how to open the 
back of a bock 'Lo use a print index and 
pinpoint reievanl information. Today, the 
role of the information professional as a 
part-time trainer continues to evolve. 
Wlik some librarians conduct formal 
training sessicns for key ~epartments on 
subjects such as quality Internet research, 
others team with MIS departments to aid 
in deveIopir~g proprietary knowledge- 
based systems. From explaining how to 
use a CD-ROM to ar, executive or partner, 
to organizing summer internlassociate 
training progrzms provided by vendors, 
there are a myriad of subtle and not so sub- 
tle ways that the librarian is involved in 
some aspect of trzining. From library aids 
(documentation) to resource allocation, an 
information professional's roles continue to 
proliferate and become more diverse. 
Are you tired of having you or your staff 
consumed by simple research tasks, such as 
retrieving cases or rulings that might better 
be accomplished fairly easily by the person 
requesting then? Would you like to have 
more time to do necessary strategic plan- 
ning and other endeavors that are currently 
curtailed by constant requests on how to 
print documents? Do you have a sincere in- 
terest in teaching people how to learn, not 
only to help them help themselves, but also 
to build a network of informed, satisfied, 
and happy "mstomers"? 
Librarians have long successfully met a 
variety of research needs with limited bud- 
gets. Gaining furt5er insight into the fears 
and leaning expectzitions of diverse library 
users wU assist in the effective use of re- 
search toois, enhance the visibility of the 
information center, and prudently expand 
the self-sufficiency of answer-seekers. Un- 
der the weight of an ever-growing stack of 
products and services, how can one expand 
the self-sufficiency of answer-seekers, yet 
minimize costs? Understand the needs and 
desires of the adult audience. 
el p &C Ad.& 3' ~s3m3 
Using adult learning principles effective- 
ly is no easy task; it requires patience and 
then even more patience, but the results are 
well worth it. You are probably familiar 
with what is now popularly called "needs 
assessment," In tile context of the informa- 
tion center, it means truly understanding 
what someone is asking for when-as is of- 
ten the case--even the qwestioner may not 
know exactly what he/she seeks. It also 
means determining if training is necessary, 
or whether a product tip-sheet may suffice. 
Needs assessmeEt ccali for astute question- 
ing techniques to help frame the real ques- 
tion or issue. Having completed the needs 
assessment, you then turn to the next level 
of informed assessment which is the focus 
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of this article: appreda5on for adult learn- 
ing principies. If one is cognizant of C~ese 
principles, the i ~ ~ e d i a t e  information need 
is ne t  and :me anderstanding occurs. 
?%ink baa8 for a moment. Remember 
when learning was fun? Berhaps that's why 
you entered the profession. 'Jarizat made 
learning h n ?  Mow do you prefer to iearn 
new xaterial? How do you NOT Eke t3 
learn something new? Eow do you respond 
to someone who has asked jiou a question 
you've heard nine times in two dzys? There 
are both theories and technipes that can 
prepare yoa to guide effective learning. I 
wish I had been more familiar with them 
when I was a k~ liSrarkm years ago! 
.?&ak~ &,E TBea~~~.e r  
C ? J O Z B ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~  E 
it is critical to keep in mind that the 
adult who w a l k  icto your library is a 
these basic fears, increashg EiZe likeiihood 
tirat this pzticular person who has asked 
yo% how to ck something vrriii remember 
how to do ;it next t i ~ e  and w3 be comfoc- 
aHe askhg for help aagh on other tasks, or 
for a refresher on this one, Yox aware~ess 
of adult leznixg styles enhances tke role of 
+ a infczmtion center so that it is used 
more frequen5y 2nd with greater coazdence; 
&us does it become an i ~ t e g a l  p a t  of the 
i;r:e-&l& =pi@J of c ~ e  &n, *&&on, or 
association it serves. 
ExpI&n, the BeaeEts: 
The professional adult Lmeasingly 
needs he$ from zn "expeY (YOU) to de- 
mystify the products required to do hisiher 
job, but wig to teach so reme  w i i ~  
doesn't want 'L iearn 3s fmitkss. Learrers 
must gasp  Cx potenzd contribution that 
the new technology makes to p sliorXmce *' 
or prodxtivity LLQ help Cqem over t5e fms- 
?ation hurdle. in addition to Iearning which 
bzxon to p s3  far whic3 desired outcome, 
aduks exped certair, needs to be met, Adult 
lexning expecztions iachde wantkg to 
know vA?e&er learning a particular ski: 
will save then time or money ~r Simpiif 
some job zsk .  
Have you ever zttended a meeting and 
~~iondered wf:y you were asked to atteend? 
What iaappened to y o u  ievel of interest acd 
cornm~tment"cdcks need to know why, as 
ir; WIFM $kz','s in it for me?). As you 
professional. He or she is highly skilied : show 2 researcher haw 'Lo log on tc an on- 
and quite knowkdgeabie about a coxpiex - line service, for examplel take a moment to 
subject, such as estate iaw ox bnsiness . explain what purpose the password xay  
processes. And, this adultr who usna3y serve. Make sure : k t  yycu are ex$zhing 
feels quite able, is suddknly faced with a vL29 it 'imigiit Se important to him or her, 
t o ~ l  kelshe cannot use efficiently or under- . not why it's important t ; ~  the iibrzry or ";a 
stand, as we2 as witk an information pro- you. It's the dassic case of walking & aaa- 
fessionzl who does have these cornpeten- . other's shoes to appreciate from thek per- 
cies. The inkmation seeker, like all : spective why they should bother ta nnder- 
adults, carries with himlher t5ese fears: - s';a.nd the process, 
fear of Seing laughed 2: After de'lerrhhg $?at the desire is there: 
f e z  of Iosing resFect kcorporate t3e beneZs of a partialsr ',coi 
0 fear of rejection with fa& "how ti?," Ask pes:ions t k t  help 
fear of the unknom the learner ";o see <?e advantage of i e m i g ;  
f e z  of exposare pestions that begin with u ~ o u l d  5 be bene- 
I wonid hazard a g x s s  that almost ali of . Eciai to iexn" or "v\&iiit do you need to 
these fezrs surface skmizneously and is- kmw to do this more efEdenGyy" and so BE. 
terchacgeably 'L:?ro.eughorzt a training ses- - Aduits &so approach learci9g as probkm 
sicn or brief atorid,  : sol-&g, w%& is w5y 51ey respo~d to case 
By unders%cdig an adalt's learning ex- - spddies and "red-life'' examples. It is dea 
pecations, you can cake steps to miminirnize . from my trakikg sessions that the practice 
examples are the favor- 
ite part of my Portfolios 
plus wori~sho;ls be- 
cause participants feel 
that this gives them 
what they need to know 
to do their jobs back at 
thek desks. 
I % ' B ~ X Q ~  Ev%:%%. 
@ & w 3 $  
Adults fear making 
mistakes, but mistakes 
are cruciai to learning, 
When one makes a 
mistzke, awareness is 
heightened. The learner 
notw realizes hetshe 
nay not know the cor- 
rect way to do some- 
thing. A mistake also 
adds value because it 
forces the trainee to try 
again, which increases 
retention. Repetition 
reinforces skZl development. The key is to 
create an environment that allows discovery 
and one wizere making a mistake is okay. 
Adults want to be self-diiected. In technical 
traking, this includes cot reaching for the 
keyboard as a user is about to push the 
wrong key. Yctl must let the impending "di- 
saster" happen. and you must react as if it 
is not a disaster; instead, capitalize on the 
learning oppommity presented. Adults are 
motivated to  lea^, and prefer a task-cen- 
tered approach rather thar. memorization. 
6~13i4: d i' 1 ~ e :  022 
14&%~i3g+11g !$i?$'h% 
Through experience, you may already be 
familiar with ?3e kincis of processes that 
your users need to know. You k ~ o w  the 
content, bst ym~; style of presentation is 
also important. The way peopie process in- 
formation can be grouped into three catego- 
nes: visual, auditory, and kinesthetic. Visu- 
al learners learn through seeing while audi- 
t o y  learners learn through listening. If you 
ld a viscal learner what to do, he will not 
learn it as well as if you ei',her show him or 
suggest he write it down. The opposite is 
true of an aud~tory learner, whose primary 
style is listemrg rather than watching. Ki- 
nesthetic learners learn through doing. If 
you a a kinesthetic learner how to word three days, an adult can 
search and she watches over your shoulder, recall only ten percent of 
she will not be as silccessfd at it on her . what he or she has been 
own unless she 'touches' the system. If you told. You can't really 
attempt to ad6ress each of the three styles learn how to drive an aid- 
: in a training session, visual, auditory, ki- , tomobile, for example, if 
nesthetic, you greatly increase the likeli- . someone tells you about 
hood that your attendees actually will learn. . it. If you show an adult, 
From someone schocied in providing excel- : you increase the reten- 
lent vendor training in support of online . tion after thee  days to 
services and CD-ROM products, I recom- 1 twenty percent. Watching 
mend a strong focus on the user's needs, - a pro swing a tennis rac- 
not the product features. quet or g ~ i f  club feels 
: very different from hold- 
C h e  the Li.s?:y ing and swinging one 
At this point, you've assessed the ques- : yourself. The good news 
tion being asked and the learner's readi- - is that a blend of telling, 
ness, keeping in mind the adult's fears and - showing, and doing in- 
expectations, and have attempted to ac- creases fhe recall of in- 
commodate a variety of learning styles. As . formation after three 
you present the steps of how to retrieve a days to sixty-five per- 
: particular foreign exchange rate! for exam- . cent. Take a moment to 
ple, you must bear in mind that people can re-read the Confucius 
only think about one thing at a time. Pre- : quote stated earlier, say it 
senting too much information can cause . aloud, and then write it down. Finally, tell 
znxiety, which inhibits retention. After . someone else about it. 8 
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. . The only thing worse than no: enough informatzon :s and !inking process that ieads ever, novice users 
too mwh. Now you can provide rneaningf3 idormation quickiy to answers, not a sea of data. Delivered via 
- .  
to your organization with the InSite product suite. internet or inzranet with tools that make your i ~ f e  
Products taiiored to users' nos t  common, gressing easy: world-class support, &-Fee pricing azd sqerior 
business questions whether they're in marketing, ease of sse. people count on you for the knowiedge 
. . 
sales, planning or 17;: A uniaue information mapping to get ahead. Count on InSite to neip yau breathe easier. 
by ~ o r y  L. Chase poht when librarians and information professionals became mar- 
ibrarians and information professionals have 
long thought of themselves as knowledge 
workers, providing valze-addicg senices to 
their organizations. However, when eewed 
from a senior management perspective--from 
an Industrial Age corporate mentality-they of- 
ten have been classified as overheads, unable 
to demonstrate visible contributions to the prc- 
ductivity and profitability of the enterprise. 
ginalized, and perhaps made irrelevant, by the rapid advances in 
digital computer and teIecornmunication technologies and the net- 
working power of the Internet, intranets, and extranets. 
The physical library or information center already is shrinking, 
or even disappearing, as electronic multimedia knowledge databas- 
es and networks are created. Increasingly, employees are able to 
bypass libraries and librarians altogether and locate their own in- 
formation through advanced knowledge retrieval tools. 
Edward B. Stear, senior research analyst, Information Research 
Center Management, Gartner Group Inc., predicts that knowledge 
Where they have been seen as vital contributors to the company's workers will soon have "electronic workbenches" at their finger- 
bottom line, it usually has been as the result of an executive cham- tips;. These desktop electronic workbenches wiU support knowledge 
pion who successfully has argued the information ceater's case be- workers as follows: 
fore the senior management team. Enterprise-wide integrated document functionality will enable 
The new Knowledge Economy is a period of rapid change-a the electronic workbench to become a prevalent and main- 
paradigm shift--for librarians and libraries. It can be viewed as ei- stream service to multiple users. 
ther the beginning of a new "golden age" for the profession, or the Text retrieval products will become basic components of office 
system architectures. 
Information retrievai will evolve from a technology which finds 
R o y  5. Chase is an advisor, au tho~  and researcher in the d e d  long lisrs of documents to one that ansIvers ques~ons. 
Opment md of knowze&e management . Current business intefiigence too! categories $e., executive in- 
ges and He is principd of his Own formation systems, decision support systems, query and r e p a -  
PanJ Eleosf which Operates a Knowledge Management Internet ing) converge into new of business intelligence 
web site: w~w.knowled~ebuSiness.com. He is also the editor @ tools (e.g., guided analysis, data mining, and statistical $am- 
the Internationai Knowledge Management Newsletter and the piing) over the mo years+ 
Journal of Knowledge Management. Chase may be reached at Librarians and information profession~s are in a position to 
~lchasec@easynet. co  uk. transform themselves into value-adding knowledge professionals. 
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However, Mis wiU require a radicai change in how they view their that is boosting prcductivi~, red-~cing costs, m d  spawliqg new 
roles and jobs wX1in knowledge-based organizations. It will re- ways of conducting buskess-for example, electronic commerce. 
quire them to v i s h e  a world of rapid charrge, instantaeous . The United States and Western EIXope now are harvesting t3e 
com.unications, and the transformatior, of organizations frorr, economic benefits of the Rnr~ledge Economy. Because of L?e 
those based on identifiable boundaries ';Q networks of business re- . "pa~;;f?ility" of infomation technology arid keowiedge, developing 
Iatiocships. Tiis is the chalienge facing the profession. countries hwe the a5iEQ to "leaphg" into the Knowledge Age. 
For exam$, India is rarjidiy 3econing a center i%r exce2ence in 
software development, :v@e Singapore and Malaysia strive to be- 
come internatiocal fimncial centers. 
We have entered the Knowledge Age-bzt xany people slill are 
trapped in an I~dustrial Age mentality, There are three main k i n g  : 
forces CLO the Knowledge Economy: giobaliiation, information tech- The concept of shareholder value has its origins in the United 
nokgy, and shareholder vahe2. Sta'es and. is now entering the world investment commun3yty's coc- 
science. It is driven by investors, institutions, as weli as indMdz- 
als, who are looking for 33ove average returns over a sussined pe- 
Glcbaliization, from a business perspective, means that c a p s  is riod of 'Lime. gjobalization of capita: as noted earlier is a major 
. - 
free to move across nztional borders and is avaiiable for investment  factor^ Pursuing shareholder v&x, stated simpiy, is seeking the 
in new ideas, produds or services-aywhere in Cle world. TI& is higkst market price fc: a compaiy's equiq capital. 
not tc imply that eveg country operates as a capi'dist nation-fx Shareholder value is :he creation of corporate wealth rather than 
from it. However, the easy access to capital &ows the introif~ction its destruction. It is the main criterion on whi& investors, such as 
of market forces, freer trade, and widespread dereguiation in for- pension %rids and mutual funds, m a k  S'zeir investments. Xlese 
meriy "closed" national ecocomies. influential investors put their noney into companies where they 
think vake is going ';o 5e created and withdraw it when <ley be- 
lieve that value ~ 4 %  be "desmyed. " 
For bnskesses, especially those in Earope and till~erica, 
L9e rax2fica'Lions of adoptkg a shareholder vaiue strategy are stag- 
: gering, Senior managers wiii be required to establish processes 
within organizations which will be devoted to creating shareholder 
value, including: 
goal-setting a d  strategy developnmt 
rescurce a2omtion ad budgeting 
8 perfomance measmement 
" compecsaticn 
0 comm~nimtions-external and hterng 
around us--computers, tele- 
phones, f ix machines, modems, and the internet. The D N : ~  trends 
in information "Lecimology are ~lidaturization and integration. Mi-  
iaturization is driving IT toward equipment mobility, for exampk, 
cellular phones and laptop compters with built-in modems a& fax 
capabMties. Integr&oc 8.llows the combination of voice, data, and 
pictures, and forms tlle basis far videcconferencing and mitimedia 
For e3terp:ises pursuing sinareholder value, it quickiy wiil be- 
come obvious that cost-cutting 2nd i~provernezts to existing pro- 
cesses will increase shareholder vaiue. but nor enough to double 2 
company's market vahe every t r ~ e e  b four yexs. To accornp3sh 
<?is demanding go&, the senior managernezt team mnst adopt 
strategies szppcmng weakl: creaSm. Capitai and o t k r  resources 
mwt be allocated to those areas that create v&e and denied to ar- 
eas where v;iIr~e is being eroded, The x t  result will be Clat man- 
agement and empioyees must work harder and harder to meet tile 
shareholders' expectations. 
Internet technologies. 
However, information technoiogy is more than just smder de- 
vices with expacded capabilities. IT is redly about digitizirg isfor- 
mation-words, images, and soznds. %is d isa1 technoicgy is at . The twenq-first cenkry com~any will look and. o?erate quite 
the heart of the emerging Knowledge Economy, mci is the visibie differen3y from its Industrial Age -,ounteq&. QrgarIizations will 
face of the Knowledge Age. Besides creating new enterprises and become virtsd with nehivo&s of empioyees, associates, mppliers, 
business secars, &&4 information technology is affecting eveg shareholders, and custorxers communicating increasingly through 
oflrer industry. It is to the iCno~5edge Age vAat raiiways, oil, and d t g i ~ l  technology, Yes, there will be physic& offices and factories, 
cars were to the Indzstria: Age. It is a traxsformaScnal technology but over time'physid location w2l become secocday tc interactive 
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communication. Time will become (workers). In the Knowledge Age, the new zntagonists will be 
the new competitive weapon- re- . knowledge workers versus managers. 
sulting in an acceleration in innova- ' Knowledge workers will be those key creative "professionals" 
tion, production, and service delivery. who wiil be the brainpower of the intelligent business. The exodus 
As Frances Cairncross observes in fit of only a few of these knowledge workers could have a disastrous 
Death of Distance, physical location wil( no effect on a knowledge-based company. Managers wil'i be the alloca- 
longer be the determining factor when conduct- - tors of money and resources, and will be seen by knowledge work- 
ing business3. Rather, companies will organize : ers as the "bureaucratic" structure of the business. 
many types of work in three shifts according to the . It will be the responsibility of the organization's leadership to 
world's three xain time zones: the Americas, East AsiafAustralia, : keep the knowledge workers and managers working in harmony. 
and Europe. The most effective leaders probably will be drawn from the knowl- 
Liewke, knowledge workers will work from many locations edge workers' professional ranks, but they will have the ability to 
through advanced networlling technologies. The physical library command the respect and allegiance from the managerial ranks as 
be replaced with the virtuai knowledge center, and librarians an6 h- - well. In many organizations, tandem professiona1 and managerial 
fcrmaticn professionals will become knowledge professionals. career ladders will be implemented to provide appropriate remuner- 
Customers will assume an even greater role in the Tie of the in- , ation for each group. 
teuigent enterprise. Mass consumer marketing will be replaced in . In the new federal enterprise many of the traditional functions 
many business sectors by customized products and services-with . will be outsourced. These outsourced activities, whether facilities 
the customer taking an active role in the orderldelivery process. In- management, information services, catering, security, etc., wiil be- 
creasingly tkrough Internet technology, customers can "shop" for come "intelligent" enterprises in their own right, crganized around 
the most suitable productt'service or the best price or the delivery , a new class of knowledge workers, One of the primary roles of se- 
timetable tiley require. Financial senrices, travel, and consumer re- nior managers will be to coordinate the core and outsourced activi- 
tail operations already are selling their products to an increasingly : ties to maximize shareholder value t~ the company. 
sophisticated Internet audience. 
Suppliers a116 other stakeholders are becoming part of a compa- 
ny's operations. In a few leading industries, companies can order 
products using electronic data interchange (EDI) over corporate ex- workers whc are part of 
tranets. Suppliers can access proprietary corporate databases to knowledge communities-also known as communities of best prac- 
gain vi&i infcration on their customer's prohct development. tice" Some of these groups are formal and are part of an organiza- 
production schedules, even marketing strategies. In the case of - tional function or activity, je.g. mL?, design, marketing, developing 
shareholders, the prirted annual report will be replaced with elec- : a new product, providing customer support, etc.). A far larger num- 
tronic fhancial and non-financial company information updated ber of knowledge communities- often invisible to the organiza- 
regularly and available tc investors real-time through the Internet. . tion-exist in the form of speci& interest groups. Many of these in- 
The effect will be that an enterprise's "outer shell," the bound- formal knowledge communities seem to contribute very little to the 
ary between xanagers and employees on the inside and customers, organization's core competencies arid knowledge, yet they are res- 
suppliers, and stakeholders on the outside, wiII become more per- : ervoirs of potential tacit knowledge. 
meable. This means that more employees will be in contact with Most of the formal knowledge communities have their own da- 
networks o~tside their organization. No longer will the company . tabases-or "silos"-of expert knowledge. Many of the informal 
and its managers "controi" cormunications with the external ' knowledge communities also have created databases, mainly in the 
world. The paradox here is that on the one hand there will be closer - form of discussion bulletin boards and newsgroups. A key goal of 
cooperation amcng "partners," on the other hand dissatisfied a s -  any knowledge-based organization is to encourage the active par- 
tomers, employees, or stakeholders will be able easiry to communi- ' ticipation of these formal and informai knowledge communities- 
cate their feelings and take action. throiigh the integration of experts icto knowledge teams and link- 
The working rdatio~shig within the intelligent enterprise wil? ing the knowledge databases into the organizational knowledge 
also undergo a revolutioc, In the Industrial Age company, the bat- warehouse. 
tleline was between management (capitalism) and labor unions These knowledge communities are the new sources of creativity 
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and innovation in an organization-they are Cle groups that wiil 
serve as the new core constituencies for librarians and information 
professionals. However, for a gowing number of knowledge work- 
ers, libraries and librarians are seen as irrelevant, even archaic. Xqe 
advent of the Internet and corporate intranets, and the introduction 
of a host of software-based knowledge management systems and 
intelligent retrieval toois holds out tifie promise to knowledge worii- 
ers of direct access to information and knowkdge bases Miithout the 
need for human (librarian) assistance. 
Based on their skas  and training, librarians and information 
1, Personali$ plays a critid role in eke way people acquire, zn- 
derstmd, value, and use knowledge. 
2. The creation of knowiedge is affected 3y :he world view of tke 
individual. 
SRI Consdting has applied iSs Vdues a ~ d  Lifestyles System& 
(VALS) model, based on $?e psychology of cutomer behavior, to 
provide insights into how peopie use informtion and knowledge. 
For the United States, Lie VN.3 approach defines three self-orien- 
tations: priciple, statiis, or adion. Principle-oriented peopie make 
decisions based on a beiief system. Stam-oriente6, or roie-con- 
professionals should be in an ided position to take the lead in scioris people, are more hterested in ways of k:owing, Action- 
transforming their organizations into knowledge-based enterprises. oriented people are generally not information based---they are try- 
However, the relatively low status accorded to corporate librarians ing to have an impact on the world a r o ~ ~ ~ d  them. 
within organizational hierarchies, the emergence of IT diectors as When the VALS tool is applied to kmdedge workers, the three 
leaders of knowledge management initiatives, md the marketing of self-orientations have the following characteristics: 
knowledge tools and software solutions directly to knowledge 1. Prinajde-oriented peopie seek knowledge for the sake of 
workers are having the opposite effect-librarians and libraries are knowledge and are constantiy aquiring knowledge. They 
in h g e r  of being marginalized in the new Knowledge Era. tend to test fcek be3ef systems co%innousiy against new 
The challenge facing iibrarians and information professionals is knowledge. A principle-orienteli persan is triggered to pwsue 
how to package knowledge to make it usable by individuai IcnowI- particular knowledge by any cor,flict with their existing bdiefs 
edge workers and communities of practice. Librarians and informa- wbich tke new knowledge appears to create. Such a person is 
tion professionals are sensitive to these issues of content packaging open to mnltiple sources of knowkdge. %e personal motive 
and context, 'Gilt they act as though dl knowledge is objective-it is to acquiring knowledge is most likely triggered by a focus on 
possible to communicate icnowiedge in a particular way that wiE be person& learnins. 
understood by all. 2. Stam-oiiented people seek frrnctionai knowledge. For this 
Instinctivelyv we know t5at itlis isn't true, People are different goup, IcnowIedge has no vahe in md of beif; k~owledge is 
and what is an objective "fact" can does change from person to pursued wher, there is r e a m  to bdieve that it a s~ppsrt  
person. However, most discussions &out knowledge management some other primary god or activity. Knowledge is seen as a 
ignore this problem. According to SKI Consujting, what is missing ad. They pay mare atkntim to the authority of the howledge 
is an understanding of the ways in which individuals approach and xurce and Iess attention tc $1e3 om beliefs, 21e persond mo- 
use knowledge. SRI Consdting suggests thzt knowledge is "idio- tive to acquke knowledge is based on C?e nse of kmwledge 
syncratic" to a person In two ways5: a ~ d  its results ir, &e wider cornunity or organization. 
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3. Action-oriented people tend to pxrsue interactive, social kcowl- . deselected, and the emphasis ilas shifted toward developing dec- 
edge. The process of acquiring knowledge directly affects their - Zcnic datzbases and resources. 
interest in its acquisition. They are triggered to pursue knowl- The roles of Ce  E G  E h y  s&ff have been redeiixed-they x e  
edge which appears offieat, unusxal, or novei. The persons now ixfkmtion managers, n s ~ a c h  adysts ,  and Iw~wledge facita- 
motive to acquire knowledge is mairJy to have kc, i.e., they tors. Infomion mmagers-fomesy reference K3rxians-have been 
care less for the content than for the process (unless the con- moved doser to WC users ~rov?de "one-stop" hfomaM.on sexk- 
tent is particularly entertaining) . es. %swch a w s t s  offer thek s k i s  3 specific LTC goups a d  6.e- 
SRI Consulting's research has sericus implications for iibrari- pwments, kchding suppcz of straegc $s119~g, en,@eehg, Pii13.~- 
ans and information professionals. To share idiosyncratic knowl- : cid, m d  technical projeczs. From a centrd iocation, laowiedge facIitz- 
edge, people need to neC~ofk and talk and learn from each other. . tors provide reference senices to LTC employees worldkde, supplykg 
Corporate knowledge enviroments need to be designed in ways : them with supporthg Qcmen~tion,  a d  mordmathg a ~ d  k g r a t -  
tikit allow different access points and pathways into the "dee~"  k g  deskop access to %zernd ad external resources via tiie TElterneL 
knowledge bases and centers of excellence which reside in every 
organization. 
The prfnary q u e s t h  librarians must ask themseives is: Bow a world's largest health a r e  corn- 
are today's libraries acd information centers responding to the twin panies, has operated a Pharmac~t ia ls  K&G Libraries service for 
challenges of meeting the needs of knowledge workers in a, globai, over Fifty years. The drivkg forces of change arelo: 
digital world? e a more cornpter-literate cnstome: base denanding inforxation 
via desktop workstations 
s cxstomers requiricg research documents--qui&Jy 
the distinction between iibrary coilection management and doc- 
The knowledge management probiems facing organizz.tiocs Ere ument delivery is 5ecoming hcreasingly bIurred 
reflected in the problems facing li'irarians and information centers t5e rapid growth sf the internet prwides a wealth of inforxa- 
as both attempt to implement enterprise-wide sohtions to the de- t%n available at C?e di& of a b m x  
livery, distribution, and i~tegration of externa! and internal content. 6 iijrary budgets are not able to cope wiCi the rising dezmnd fa: 
Ti~e challenge centers on creating integated docunent-related ar- hard-copy journal titles 
chitectures Ciat provide the end-to-end digitd access strztegies re- 
quired to enourage a ~ d  support knowledge-based organizations. The SmithKline R&D Libraries' response has been to develop a 
Many ccrporate ii'iraries and information centers, i ~ d u d i ~ g  strategy that wi2 lead "io the v h a l  i?~srmatioc center. The key 
those at ATG;T, Britlsk Petroieum, REG, Hewiett-Pacbrd, iC1, Mi- ccxpnents of this strategy are: 
crosoft, Sequent, SmithKline Beecham, and UTC kave accepted the 8 there is no corresponding pi?ysi& coliecdon 
ckaxenge and are movir;,g rapid& tc create virtual knowledge net- e documents are available in electrocic format 
~ o r k s ~ - ~ ,  Xiree examples iilustrate the different approaches iibrzr- documents are not stcred in any one iomtion 
ies are adopting to remain at the cemr  of the paradigm ski% to the 8 documezts can be accessed fro% my i~orkstation 
intelligent enterprise. documents are retrieved and delivered 2s acd when requked 
effective search acd browser facilities are available 
mation professionals into kmwledge managers are the goals of 
many leading international cmpanies. For example, in 1996, the ' Librxy Group (CLG) larrcched an fnternet-based initiative-Xk 
United Technologies Corporation library i&iated a radical redefin- - WebLibrayn. The goal is to 'provide consistent, reliable, authorita- 
ing of its servkesg. Tec UTC librzies have become irirtuai libraries, . tive externd cmtent and content expeeise for effective decision- 
with their physicd co2ections aoved to a centralized resource cen- making and timely transference a d  application of knovdedge- 
ter at the company's 3eadqu~ters. Haif of the print cokction was anytime, anywhere." 
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The focus at DEC's CLG is establishing a new way of doing . 
work--evaluating, analyzing: synthesizing, qualifying, and deliver- 
ing externally created content. The CLG is now working on includ- 
ing team "rosms" (forums) in the WebLibrary, the evaluation of 
web-casting technologies, and the implementation and manage- 
ment of knowiedge-based indices. * 
Each of these organizations has taken a different path towa~d 
the virlxa'i li51ary~ UTC has centralized its physical docume~t hold- 
ings and attenpted to integrate its information professionals into 
the organization's business processes. SmithKIine Beecham's goal 
is to provide document access and delivery to the researchers' : 
desktcp workstations. Digital Equipment is focusing on providing a 
web-based solution to the identification and access of external - 
knowledge. 
Many librarians and information professionals already have 
been "transf~rmed" into knowledge professionals12. According to 
&thur Andersen, the emerging roles of these knowledge profes- 
sionals in~lude'~: 
TEchnology Expert - ensuring that members of the knowl- 
edge communities anderstand the available technology and 
use it to its fullest potential. This role is a technology t~ainer 
and cheerleader. 
Knowledge Editor - refines explicit knowledge into formats 
which make subsequent access and use easier. The knowledge 
editor selects information from external and external sources, 
synthesizes and adapts it to standards for sharing across the 
organization. 
Knowledge Analysts - acts as a link between the customer (in- 
ternal or external) and the knowledge base. They have good in- 
terpersonal skills, a willingness to help others, and good com- 
munication skills. 
Knowledge Nav~gator - underskqds where the repositories of 
knowledge are within the organization. In some cases knowl- 
edge navigators act as mentors to new knowledge analysts. 
Knowledge Gatekeeper - accesses external sources of knowl- 
edge and directs it to customers inside the company. Knowledge 
gatekeepers describe the functions of traditional librarians. 
However, many teams inside companies also have such gate- 
keepers - the subject expert. 
Knowle&e Brokers - Like navigators and gatekeepers, knowl- 
edge brokers usually have good networks of contacts within 
and outside the company. 
Knowledge Asset Manqers - identifies, evaluates and manag- 
es a portfolio of knowledge assets, such as patents, trademarks, 
copyrights, etc. The knowledge asset manager's role is mod- 
elled on that of the financial controller. 
It can be argued that these "new" roies and functions are noth- 
Cataioger/Archivist - organizing information to meet the pro- ing more than a re-labelling of current job titles; the activities of li- 
fessional needs of the knowledge comnunity; sifting and sort- brarians and information professionals will remain more or less the 
in,g on a regillar basis, building the institutional knowledge 
base of the group and increasing efficiency. 
Guide - directing members of the knowledge cornunity to 
outside information when appropriate and maintaining high- 
level information about sources outside the community. 
Scour - ferreting out information useful to the knowiecige 
commni@ and bringing it into the knowledge base. 
Research Libraridn - helping users define information needs 
and priorjtizing highly relevant information from a pool of in- 
teresting information according to user preferences. 
Anahst - adding value to information by creating a contexv 
for understanding and by looking for patterns of information 
that points to net47 areas of interest. 
Debn@' - eliciting understanding so participants understand 
what they have learned (an integral part of identifying intern& 
best practices). 
According to Arthur Andersen, knowledge teams consisting of 
individuals possessing these different skills sets will be located : 
throughout the organization. Many of these groups will operate as 
matrkbased, cross-functional teams to ensure the linkage of 
knowledge ccmmunities and networks. 
David Skyrme and Debra Amidon, authors of Creahng the 
Knowle&e-Bmed Business, have created their own list of roles for 
knowledge professionals based on their observations of the new : 
knowledge-i~~ensive organiiationt4: 
Krzowiedgc Engineer - represents or maps tacit and expiicit 
kcowledge to ena5le its classification and dissemination. Early 
work in :his area was in the development of expert systems. 
I l r l u ~ . i n f o r m a ~ i o n o ~ ~ l o o h . ~ ~ m  
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same. This view fails to take into accomt the emerging reality of Knc:YTedge always has been a v;liv.abiole assee, bat in t3e past it 
working in knowledge-based organizations, has been jealously guarded according to the oid adage of "knowi- 
edge is power." Todayay, through rapid advances in computer and 
teIecommunication technologies the emphasis is shifting g'Le sharhg 
knowkdge for competitive advantage, 
The emergence of the intelligent enterprise and the ascendan- bkmy organiza5ons are n 3 ~  struggling to tra&orm themselves 
cy of knowledge workers as the creators of weaith offers Iibrari- . into knowledge-creating businesses, Librarians have been traiced. 
ans with a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to reinvent themseives . to work wi5? icforma',ion and knowledge in a vxiety of fcrmats. 
as value-adding professionaW. Rather thac becoming knowt ' They understand the differences bemeen inform~tioa and knowl- 
edge managers, editors or anaiysts-and remaining low-paid - edge, and have the baikgound, t e f i c i d  ski%, and abilities to 
"overheads" within the corporate hierarc3y-the c p p o r m Q  is tzke a leading role in creating the inteEigent ecterprise. 
at hand for Iibrarians to transform tkemselves into high-paid For far-sigizeed iibrarians, bwomicg kaowledge profession& is 
knowledge navigators. just a step toward becornkg knowIedge n8vigztors-individxals 
A knowledge navigator could be likened to a spider at the center ' who understand how knowledge is created acd shared in the in- 
of a gigantic "knowledge" web. Electrocic networking with ccustom- . creasingly "shapeless" intelligent organka'lions and their networks 
ers (internal and externdti), subject expess, knov2edge bases, etc., ' of cxstomers, szppliers, and st&ehoiders. Like their counterpaFs 
wilI form the core of the knwwiedge navigator's virtual activities, By in t3e Age of Discovery, this new breed of kcrwkdge "explorers" 
understanding the acquisition and sharing, re~uirements of groups 
of knowledge workers and cormunities of practice, knowledge 
navigators will be abie to deliver ctstomized, value-adding howl- 
edge-just-in-time. They wiE be able to provide howledge workers 
wit3 what has been until now an elusive service: the transforma- 
tion of tacit to explicit knowledge. 
Knowledge navigators wid require a new skills set. They wJI be 
forced to conthuarJy market their awn sewices in a very dose 
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will be critical to the success of tL;le intelligent enterprise. They wliI 
become Lie knowkdge worker's knowledge worker. 
::.: ;- ,.: :;. :; : :,: .. - 2. -. .- ..... .- - 
. . . ; r . r . -  L.:..).=..:.<.-i:: 
Specid tiiacks to Marcia Mey ,  systems librzim, NhiZ L&raryf 
U.S. Navd Asaderny, for her assistam in resmchLxg tEs paper. 
alignment w2h the demands and cI.:anges of the business around 
them. The most important key to success will be to proaitiveiy seek i41 
invohement in the organization and make knowledge creation and ;si 
management an integrated part of CIe bcsiness process. - - 
:61 
- - 
Eiharies and information centers are not irmune to the fsrces 
that are trarsforming organizations. In bc, they are at the fore- [7i 
front of the digital revohtion. Eqe romzntic view of iibraries as 
- 
i 81 physicd structures housing the wisdom of :he ages is being swept - 
away by the cold reaIity of the Internet, Intrmets, and m~1timdia 
r91 
technologies. It is the knowledge workers-not the offices where - 
they work, nor the supporting IT technologies-who are the weaith [lo] 
creators in the Knowiedge Age, 
- 
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e concept of knowiedge 
management is a very powerFZ 
one and one that if fuliy implemented has 
tlle potential to malie om future as a profes- 
sion both very excitk~g and very rewarding. 
It is time for everyone to understmd the go- 
tentid scope of knowledge management and 
the need to implement it as creatively and 
broadly as possible. %is is not a process 
that meets Lle criteria of "one size fits a P  
but mdst be adaptive to fit the constant 
changing hformation x e d s  of your clientek 
and the changing access patrerns to infor- 
mation. in this brief i want to discuss : 
sone of the basics wit5 you. othe. + coc- 
tributors to these proceedings wii build on 
these basics and provide exmpIes of how 
exciting your future ca be. In my opinion 
there are fom necessary components that are 
needed to Loimpienent a successfid knvdedge 
management program. They are: 
Comprehensive information or data re- 
sources 
8 An integrated tec5noIogy platform 
A collaborative corporate environment 
A creative or innovative inforxation 
specizist 
The rest of this brief paper v d l  in'rod~ie 
these compments for your consideration. 
~ M F ~ R M A T I Q %  
Infomation or data is being generated at 
a very rapid, if no', at a chaotic, rate. L i e  oth- 
er industries we have seen, our Gadition& 
providers develop eni'ieiy new product lines. 
others have cilosen tb merge or have been 
bought out by their competitors. Additionally, 
we have seen a host of new information pro- 
viders enter into the fleld. The problem with 
what would seex to be a virtd bonaxza of 
information resocries is a iot of the Lorna-  
tion that is now available for our cow111tation 
turns om to be ct~plicative, ircomplete, kac- 
curate or dated. This information also appears 
in a multip~de of formats indudiing books, 
magazines, newsletters, memcranda, & r o -  
formats, databases, CD-ROMs, Internet, a d  
tke Intranet. This multiplicity of resources 
complicates the process of identivkig reliab'ie 
answers. Access to most of this hformatiop, 
is via stan6ard print retrievd sources and/or 
via elecZoric networks. The question for tc- : 
day's searcher has become eXkr "How does 
one identify tile exact infomation they need 
for themselves or for thek clients?" or "HOVJ 
does one s u ~ v e  managhg today's infonm- 
tion glut?" %e quick answer to these ques- : 
tions that we read in our professiond litera- 
m e  is that efficiem utikation of the latest 
t e ~ ~ o 1 o . y  -dl solve all of your problems k 
your diest seeks the help of colleagues. De- 
pendkg on the type of L9;"ormadon needed 
t%s can be 3 s h o ~ . t  to get an mswer but 
m n o t  always be replicated. This idorma. 
tion seek& process needs co be monitored 
and when appbble  modify the Ertformadon 
systerr: D acsss. The bomm line is 
how, ia today's pressure cooker envim- 
z e g ,  do v7e coctroI chis ever-gowing 
mvwain of ir;;fom:ation so we car, suickly 
A - 
access ili?e acara.te and theiy grformation 
om dients need? Paz of the solution is the 
technology that is now in our workpia:e. 
T ~ e w n o ~ o w  
Some of us cac still remember former 
colleagrres Z K n g  about how an eeIecMc 
?ypcwiter made :heir job easier, then word 
processors were rzised. This was foUowed 
by sxceeGing generations of sand-aloce 
compters 2nd <?en cetworked desktop 
comyters appeared. Each impvement 
dong this teckficology contkucn 3as given 
us greater ccntrol over the content and vol- 
ume of infornatior, with provision for In- 
crease accessibWy by a zyriad of search- 
ers. %day's systems with Eleir h4@ degree 
of ccsnecti~~ity have been designed '*s per- 
anm-erkg ymr Cknts. At I m t  that is what mi; anyme to search 3 multipIicity of data- 
& of us hear on the radio or television bases for infcmation. As vdth automobile 
what we read iri the newspapers and maga- designers, computer desigers are constant- 
zines fmy information that you need is but a ly introducing new, faster, and more com- 
"piiral and c'dc'~" away, m i e  we LIOW b e a r  plex conpxters to tempt & cf us. Our focus 
about tize vaiue 3f the '313irL and di&" me& siroxid not be on oF2ining :lie latest and. 
od, o x  dients have readiy b3:dght into the fastest piece of hzdwzre but to work witk 
"point a d  ciick" as the easy sdution tc satis- your organization's IS dep&.ment to imrje- 
mg their mfornation needs. ment a rdiabie system. %stem upgades 
Another information component that is need to be impIemented ir; a rational mar,- 
growing in importance are t3e internal data ner and not be tine sole province sf the IS 
Ees that orgmizaticns have. In today's department where the tenptaiion may hrls 
world of multiple c%ce locations and tke to keep fine-tuning the system by addfng 
need for instantaneous information ex- the latest acd flashiest techno:.ology at a mc- 
change, 58s organhation-specific informa- ment's notice. Technology is more <?an just 
tion is now pard of the infomation equa~ion the hardware. 'lv'hiie 5 ~ e  hzrdv~xe is st2 
that is being used tc develop new infoma- rapi&j evomg,  the systems are Secoming 
tion access -products. The availability of this so re  reliable, and comectivity has become 
irformation 8t one's desktop has becoxti a reality as desktop access is nov~ an ex- 
part of  he irformation @ut <ht mast be pected part of our corpozate environment. 
managed. When these infomation resources Part of &is ragd adoption of technolog 
annot  effectively be mined for n e e i d  L&r- has been Wven by the v i I  environment 
~nation in a timely manner. either yon or that more and more of us mdst operate irl 
-. ilbraries subscribing to print wdl be entitled to activate an online 
subscription to the journal at no additional charge 
I .  In 1999, PYAS online (full text and graphics) wdl be included with all paid 
institutional pr& subscriptions. PNAS wilI publish more than 16,000 pages o 
high impact science. 
2. Institutional subscription rates for 1993 are: $800 (US.), $995 outside the C.S 
(inciudes expedited air delivery). 
3. Your library users will have online access to: 
The 1999 volume (26 issues)-full text, graphics, and supplementary 
material on the Web--with access available the same day the print issue 
maas (approximately 2-3 weeks before it is available in U.S. libraries); 
Natural laneage searching. $% 94 
4. If you subscribe to PNAS Online, authorized users (employees, faculty 4 4 
staiT, students, library patrons) at one geographic location (eg,  a z 
university campus), are entitled to: @ 
&+$&$i: Browse and search the journal 
~@2,-+& 
Print copies of the output of any seaxh for i~ternal use, and :$ 
Download those search results or specific articles. 5 
d 
E Ordering i n f o ~ m a t i o n  4 
Order thro~gh your subscription agent or directly fi-om the National 
$2 a@ Academy of Sciences. Once your serial vendor or PNAS has received 
payment, you d l  receive a letter with instructions for obtaining access 
to the Web edition; the letter will direct you to an online form. To 
activate your online subscription, you will need: 
Institut~on's IP address(es) 
Contact name. title, phone, fax, and email 
Access Code number (included tvith the letter). 
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as our organizations become more global. ability ieverage thek inte1lechil capit&. l a ~ ~ s  or to ask questions about searicy is- 
The hardware is made relevant as the so&- %is new distributed knowledge access SF- sues. Since our technical e~Jiyonmest is 
ware packages that are mounted on it to help tem will benefit the entire company per&- changhg so rapidly, our normal skepticism 
us to conduct a variety of tasks Erom simple ting reiieryone to ~ m r k  more efficientIy and VW be very : ~ s e E i  as a checkpoint on need- 
projects like word processing, to accesshg in- creating a more collegid workplace. ed cpgades md  new products. Wh& we 
ternai Nes via your Intranet, a m u n i a ? a g  WS still be spending a great deid of om time 
via e-ma3 with fellow employees m d  col- YOU A$ THE in selecting and addkg to oar orgmkatior,'s 
leagues, accessing the Internet for other idor- 1 M FCE%MATXOP~ P E@XA LXST Mranet 9aditional commerdd information 
mation sources, and doing data manipulatioc. Being part of a knowledge management sources, we wi l  also be devejoping and eval- 
Tedhnology has become ar, integral pa? of program is an exciting new arena for us to -sating access points for va-Ious i~ternd 
our workpkce. It has become irrtpomt Ghat become involved in since i', wiU allow us to Fies. In many organizations we WZ be able 
we make it work for us as it is for our organi- redefine our skills. VJe are expected to be to be one of C?e xchittm of our s r g a a -  
zations to make it work for them in order to the expert on external irformation sources; tian's web page. fui aricmary mk will be to 
stay competitive. Technology has made some now is the time to become experts ir;, identi- heavily promote 'lo dl contributors to the 
of our tedious chores easier-Eke interlibrary w i g ,  assisting in, mounting, and then pro- web page C t  they need to reguiarly review 
loans and document deliveries-permiEhg us viding access to these internd data Ees or, the$ content, One sf the skih  or cornpeten- 
to undertake new duties like developing in- y3ur organization's Intranet. Your input cies &?at we v& be using is our a$%ty to 
ternal databases and creatirg web pages. here will be very vduable since you under- trah and to develop effecti;re trdnirg prs- 
stand the information needs of most de- prm.  Tize program that you Geveiop needs 
CBLLABBMTXON partments and can help develop policies 's be digestible. mewkg yo% v d l  need to 
The third component that must be that determine which %es need 9 5e ar- work regulzly with your zsers to deveiop 
present for a knowledge management pro- chived and also deter~ine wh:& files a n  their skiris arid confide~ce ir: accesskg the 
gram to succeed is a corporate cuhre  be deleted and when. Your expertise i~ this Intrmet a~ ,d  Ir,ternet, You need ';Q think in 
which is willing to endorse a knowledge area of records management wiU be very terms of training ad remining Yon aiso 
management project verbally and visibly. usefd in assuring; the success of yocr vr3I need ta recognize what trainisg meElod- 
You need buy-in from your premier clients knowIedge management program. As indi- d o g  works and what does not. 34ay peo- 
and from y w  senior management. WXzout cated in the previous section, a successful pie are relying on &toMs. but this is innper- 
this support the pro,gram will wither on tke Icnowledge management program demands sonal, m y  provide toe much i&mation, 
vine or be co-opted by another deparLsrent. that we actively seek new partnerships and a d  may not focus 0s the precise kfoma- 
In addition to senior management and you alliances. This effort is needed because the tion ski the person ~ m t s  to master, You 
normal clients, you also need to involve the scope of this project will impact more em- WZ need ts develop and offer effective pro- 
IS department. The IS departroent is often pioyees than our traditional users. Since we grams to those empioyees not located Lq 
seen as the implementer of the system rath- wiE be creating an information systen; for your buiidag- You need to iden@ ~ M i h  
er than being considered as a valued part- ail employees. we must identify cheerlead- sW"f members are good xainers md  ta ask 
ner in developing the system. By kvolving ers in those departments who cha~p i sn  for that skiri when you are F i g  new sf2K 
the IS department as a partner, a more co- this program. It zlso means that we need to The constant changes in %e s m b e r  and 
herent vision for the project is possible, become fully participatory members of the ype of i$omahen sources mmbined with 
Other benefits are inproved communication knowledge management tern  and: not be new software options makes train@ a criti- 
through the organization; inxgration of in- perceived as merely advisors. Our principal ,l issue for the immediate fL:%re. it is :n 
ternal and external resources; a more inte- role v d  be to broadly define the idorma- your power to make yoarseif hdispensabk 
grated: reliable, and secure technology; and tion needs of the organization from senior as a aainer. As yo2r ~rganization's knowi- 
a true teamwork environment. management to the purchasing department edge managemnt pzogrm is implemented, I 
Some of the 'oeneEts of the ~'~ccessful and demonstrate how these information hope that you strive to be seen as a strategic 
implementation of a knowledge management needs can be satisfied, A relatively new role reactor ta technology and the cornmania- 
program is the creation of a "best practices" for us wili be that as monitor of a variety- of tion cond~it for co~pzny  wide ififarmation 
database that can be used by employees to technic& standards, others on the tern  will seeds. To achieve ikis you need ki fimk en- 
get a fast st& on cew projects by reviewhg have more technicid expertise but our ac- trepreneuridy aqd to become a very egg- 
previous research; a corollary is a failed cess to :he literature will enable us to rzise tive marketer of your abibilities to co~tribuk 
project database where one caE review past questions. Some of these issues wili relate to your organmtion's productivity. The net 
faikwes and not revisit these r&Lakes. to content on the web page including ascer- result is eizat ym ~Yviia be perceived as om of 
other benefit is increasing Cze organizations timing that we are not viohtirg copyright your organization's change agents. 82 
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You're a corporate librarian. 
Obviously, you're in il for the glory. 
You're an wsung  hero. Working behind the scenes t o  make your organization a success. Su t  you deserve a l i t t le reccg- 
nition, too. How do you get it? By using Northern Light as your f i ts t  search option so you can deiiver better information 
faster and under b ~ d g e r .  We combine a free, intuitively organized web search wi th  a truly affordable, propr:etary Speciai 
Co i iec t io f l  of over 3,400 author i tat ive journals, t rade pubiicaticns, databases and newswires. Disccver Northern 
L ight  a t  www.r:lsea:ch.com. Get more search power fo r  less. Meet deadlines and budgets. Le t  the iimeiight shice. 
. i i % ~ ~ d ~ ~ i ~ i t d r ~ h ~ c ~ s  
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embers Speak: Technology Focus Groups 
Over the past year, 5 e  Professional De- 
velopment and Research departments have 
been conducting focus groups with SLA 
members to find out how the latest techno- 
logical developments have affected the way 
they do tbeir jobs and which developments 
will most likely have an impact in the fu- 
are .  The focus groups are one piece of the 
Professionai Development department's on- 
going needs assessment to determine how 
to best meet the educational needs of SLA 
members. The discussion held in these 
groups has been insightful not only to the 
association, but 9 the participants of the 
focus groups as well, It is our hope that this 
information will also prove to be helpful to 
the membership as a whole since all of you 
are coping with the very same issues. 
To date, we have conducted three focus 
groups, one at the Winter Education Confer- 
ence in Washi~gon, DC, last January and 
%vo at the annual conference in Indianapo- 
lis this past June. The sessions were ap- 
proximately ninety minutes in length and 
consisted of between ten ~ q d  twelve partici- 
pants in each group. Participants were se- 
lected randomly From the list of attendees 
f ~ r  each cmference. 
Though every group had its own charac- 
ter and the discussion took varying paths, 
there were some common themes &gong alI 
three groups. When asked which technolog- 
ical changes frcm the last two to three years 
have affected information professionals the 
most, the xajority of the responses were re- 
lzted tc the Internet, especially the World 
Wide V7eb. The response we heard most 
frequenzly was that in the past librarians 
had used print and traditional online ven- 
dor products, but now there is an abun- 
dance cf information on the web, in fact, 
users tend to think that evemhing is on 
the web, and, cf come, a3 of it's free! In 
1 turn, the information professionals in the . typical librarian. Group members found 
groups were being challenged to justify . themselves being called on to do more 
. their budgets to upper management. training, troubleshooting, and taking on in- 
Another area that was discussed exten- ' formation systems functions. Many were 
sively was the growing availability of ven- . responsible for writing manuals and help 
: dor products on tbe web. Members of one sheets. Some had become web masters. 
focus group felt zs though some of these . With all of these additional responsibilities, 
new products are being launched before . the participants stressed the importance of 
updating their skills, specifically non-tradi- 
tional library skills. They look to profes- 
1 sional development programs of SLA and 
: The COnSt?f'ZSuS in other organizations, listservs, journals and 
newsletters, vendors, trial and error, and 
1 t-h e fo cu s gro u p  s : networking to update their skills. 
When asked which technological chang- 
es they codd foresee having the most im- i was : pact on the profession over the next two to 
three years, we received a wide variety of 
: tech @ 0 ~ Q . & c ~  : responses. Again, many of the ideas related 
to the Internet including more sound, audio developments come : and 3-D on the web; quicker access to in- 
formation on the web; the ability to search 
: changes in job multiple Internet-based databases; and in- 
creased involvement of information profes- 
sionals in the organization of the web. Par- 
: responsibilities : ticipants dso mentioned the increasing use 
of electronic journals; increase in desktop 
: of the typical : availability of information through the vir- 
: tual library; the phasing out of CD-ROMs; 
lfhrariwn. growth of Intranets; and the use of porta- 
ble, handheld barcode readers. 
SLA will continue to explore how we can 
they are ready for the web. Others ex- . best meet the needs of our members as they 
pressed confusion about the differences be- ' cope with the changing technologies. The 
. tween these web-based products and the . Professional Development and Research de- 
: traditional online products, specifically in : partments plan to continue the dialog start- 
regards to licensing and pricing. Some other . ed in these focus groups. We'd like to hear 
: technological changes that were touched on . from you on the challenges that you are 
included multimedia applications, Intranets, : facing in this area. Please e-mail your com- 
and software changes. ments to Valerie Taylor, SLA's director of 
1 'rhe consensus in the focus groups was . professional development at valerie@sia.org 
that with the technological developments or Dr. Ruth Arnold, SLA's director of re- 
come changes in job responsibilities of the - search at rut:l@sla.org. 8 
For morz inf3mafion on pr~Qssionul Development Outlook or to contribute to the column, 
please contact Directoc PP-ofessionul Development V a k e  Tqlor (valt??ie@sla.org). 
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visibility was a pervasive theme for t ix 
Baltimore Chapter (as of June 6998, the 
Mayland Chapter), v~ i t e s  Roni Greenberg 
EDrarian, No3h Amndel Mospitai Health 
Sciences Library; Glen Burnie, Maryland 
and the chapter" public relations chair. 
'"ver this past association year, we have 
actively established that increasing ?ie visi- 
bility of our field invoives letting managers, 
the public, and l ibrarhs ~I other fields of 
librarianship know whzt special Iibv ~ a ~ l a n s  .' 
and special libraries are all i~ou t . "  Over ti?e 
past few months, 5ie Baltixcre Chapter 
spocsored two events to promote special ii- 
braries and specisl librarians in their metrc- 
politan community. 
in April, twelve vobmteers helped Mary- 
land Pubiic Television (MPTVJ in C M  
kndraising drive. %ey answered phones 
and kook MfTJ membershi? and donadan 
pledges. Throughout the eveni~g, Cqe Spe- 
cial Libraries Association was mentioned 
an2 Ronney Manger, deputy iibrarian, 3 9 -  
ex and Marbuxy, UP, in Baltimore, Mary- 
iand, and 1997-98 chapter president, was 
interviewed Owing t3e progxm. Special ii- 
ha rks  librarians were made known to 
the TV viewing public. 
in exiy M q ,  Greenberg attended the 
Maryland Library Association anmal meet- 
ing in Ocean City and presented a poster 
session titied "Coapetencies for Special Li- 
brarians of the Zlst Century", me confer- 
ence was attended by more than 330 Ebrar- 
ims from ail sectors of 51e i?srary fieid: 
public, aademk, scibool, and special. ?%ere 
was notable interest in StA as weil as the 
Compeiencies docment and many ICkari- 
ans were made aware of special libraries 
and thek importaxe. 
You are your best a~bassadors to your 
publics. Make your presence known and be 
active and visible in both your professional 
and personal Iivesi 
Knows %&@ are able to ssdect Cle most p e ~ c e a  ~ o q e t i -  
tor ad L?&tusQ news m d  2ush this 8 s  to 
Rosanne Mack, manzger, irifomadon 5sEi executives aEd key decision-m&ers. 
resources at Bay Xetworiis, bc. L? Smta is a huge thesaver fc: the exemtives 
Sara. Califoria sent us a refreshkg bok a t a n d  ensses that 5zey a x  up-to-date on a 
upger-Ievei mnagement ar,d its perception of M y  basis on the &test news m d  trends. 
the v&e sf <he corporate special librarian. I hcpe m a q  of yo3 can relax testim- 
Macek mites, "i &nk SLA members nials, such as this one, of yaur CEQs and 
may 2nd it intensting tkat : M e  we some- executkes having simibr feelings 2bcat 
times h e z  <?at o x  services are no Ionger your role in yozr organization. If you csa, 
needed because 'everything is or: the web."' l e a s e  send aE the details ts me. This will 
Zx~dentiy, this is not the case at Bay Yet- help SLKs gu'nlic reiatisns efforts ts in- 
works, as its CEO, Dave House, recoFizes c:ease Lie ~erreived vakc of special ii'lrar- 
.....ianship for everyone. 
$~9%d~2&& A$$k$key$l'$gY Chapter (WCC) proudy announced a library 
association Erst with v i m d  p g r a ~ m i n g  
pr@ggECe @.JE &gd ihougii streaming web video, Mth a simpk 
dovmioad, your web brov~ser 5ecomes a 
be ~ t t % M  and v&Z%&? .imai iJCR fhioagh which yw cu xiatc% 
patting edge WCC pragams! 
'''?he Western Canada Cha~ter hzs pic- 
p ~ q f & s s f ~ n @ s f  d m  d reereci m a y  v i a l  initiatives fcr SLA, Two 
s ~ c h  projects are its long sD.nd.kg listserg 
p~r1$:6afi@af ~ B Y G ~ !  its front mnnmg webzine, Wised West 
~ - - u - ~ ~ . ~ . . . - x - . - p . - . . .  jhttp:/lvw~~. slk 8rgIchapteric~~cnl-mresti 
the wealth of information on the web but new.hta)," expi&ned Rita Pernco, librar-iit~ 
also recognizes tP:e ccxpaayis informatio~ wit17 Paprim fq lJxcou~er. Firitiih Cokm- 
< ~ 
specialists' exper',ise in locating, evaluating, m, Canada, and the cissptcr's 1997-98 
and selecting just t3e specific information president. "The I N K  mi. takes vktz&ty to 
he needs, 5% next level by offerkg excitkg local 
m 
I 2e information resources center at Bay prcgam as web-based video." 
Setworks runs an aggressive cuzent The presenztien, titied. %side the 
awareness progrsm, that includes daily Internet: Viem from 2 Lo& Provides," was 
staff filtering of content provided by fist  videotaped, then digitized and fin&& 
KewsEdge and Individual as wen as may uploaded tc %4's web service in smamkg 
other sources including web sites, pdnt pe- video format. interested X!rarians car! now 
riodicak, secondary market researck re- watch the proceedings C!rmgh th& web 
pofis. etc. Because of its information spe- 5:owsers-tv~enly-?ow kours z, day, seven 
cidists' knavdedge of content, the indzstry d ~ y s  a week-u7oddv~ideI 
and its employees' information needs, the Penco $SO xentio~ed t P ~ t  his %i~rcd  
infor~ation professionals at Bay X e ~ u r k s  f ~ s t "  was m d e  possible by a +a, of &$?iy 
Ce&ated znd dented peopk kcPddmg Mau- 
%4 informatian Dirtlook Q September 1998 
Get SciFinder. An essential element 
for effective scientific research. 
Just 3sk YOU: scientists. They'll tel l  p ~ w e r i u l  research tool that links you 
you what scientists dl over the world to the CAS databases, the most com- 
have already discovered - that  prehensive, up-to-date information 
SsiFinder is the desktop available. It makes searching simple. 
research tool of choice! And brings scienrific discovery as 
SciFinder is an close as your desktop computer. 
er' easy-to-use. Get !he message Get SciFinder. 
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As the world considers how Ts address 
legal matters online, one nation has t ahn  
some restrictive steps to eliminate Segai 
activity in cyberspace. Sweden recently 
gassed a law that requires operators of elec- 
tronic bulletin board systems to monitor ttx 
messages posted on their services. Opera- 
tors will also be required t3 remove mes- 
sages that incite rebellion or racial a@&- 
tion, contain child pornography, or depict 
violence in a way that 4s megal under that 
nation's laws. Further, operabrs are new 
required to remove contenr in sitxatiocs 
where a user has clearly infringed the copy- 
right of another person or entity, 
Merely providing a network would not 
expose the provider to liability and delivery 
of messages within a government agency or 
a company would be exempt. Messages in- 
tended for one recipient or a designated set 
of recipients apparently would also be ex- 
empt from the law. However, tkis is the Erst 
official step in any nation's domestic laws 
eo create a "vicarious liability" standard for 
those who operate Internet services. Legis- 
lation is pending in the United States that 
wouid exempt providers from vicarious lia- 
bility. Canada and the European Union are 
currently cr&ig similar proposals. 
On a similar note, a Frenc3 court has 
ruled that Internet service providers (ISfs) 
w. be held pa r idy  lia5ie for content 
piaced on their networks, men if such 
World Wide Web sites are client-operated 
(Lefebure Y. Lacan?b~e, Dibimal de &an& 
dmtance dc Paris). A French model had 
sued an I S f  for allowing a client to publish 
nude photographs of her on a web site op- 
erated via the ISP's server. 
Residing judge Jean ;acques Gomez 
ruled that "it seems necessary to sz te  that 
the ISP is obliged tc guaraqtee the morality 
of those Llat he provides service to [sic] ... 
The service provider has the sane capacity 
as any other csers of the network. The abiI- 
ity tcJ go to the site, verify its contes~t, and 
consequently the capcity to die measures 
to end any nuisances that the site may be 
causing to third garties." Gomez weEt on to 
note that ISPs a n  and must assure that cE- 
SLA wiE mntinue to provide ~pdates on 
service provider liability in I~Jama&m 
Outlook and at a~m.sla.arg. 
Keep Those Cards 
Letten Ftowi~a 
Over the last year, §LA has xged  yo^ to 
a n ~ ~ n i c a t e  with goverment ~fEcids on a 
mmber of w c i o n s ,  R e  most s e ~ o r a b k  
JSPs can and must e30m were, withoat question, the OTXS t k t  
:eaPxd the kigheb Ievels of res~snse-ias 
@SS&T@ 6hae elfel? ts of phone d s  md letP~rs tc government 0%- 
cials w:d le@Iatcrs or their sf&. tYe thank 
are aware of la$vs eack md every sne of yo-a for express@ y o u  views, m x e r s .  a d  ideas. We ce?An- 
ly enjoy h&g Gkm, nst  wsureG that legis- C O V ~ Y ~ R ~  rivac~r,  , , , yocc mrmcrd=- 
silouid con th~e  tc m&e you  <~ou@ts 
krxom, or dse y m  profession v d  not be se- 
the collection a f  riousiy considered on matters such as copy- 
right, govmmmt p&tir,g a d  publishing, 
. and myriad cyberspace ismes. 
To stay infsrmed mi a more reg& 5%- 
sis, please sign up for the S-A. Government 
Xelations Listsew. Eefcre  yo^ immediately 
--,*---- dismiss C!e idea. you should know 6b.t <'he 
iistserv receives very littie traffic! Comnu- 
ects are aware of laws coverkg privacy, in- nications $most always ori,&ate from SLA 
teIIectuai properiy rigpts, and the coIIection headquxters, and we taik great a r e  in 
of inforsation, among other issues. sendicg ody asel% and readi~ie informa- 
%%% the EP  k question had zlrexiy tion on p~blic policy that -&E a f k a  C?e pro- 
closed Cle offending web site, judge Gmez fession. % sign up, f&w these directions: 
went farther to require that the BE' " p t  ir, Address an electronic mail message to 
glace a mecharim to emere the hpessibiEy "'iistserv@lis~e~.sIa.org" 
of diff~sion of the pkctos ir, question 3om a Leave the subject 14ne bimk 
any site offered by the serfice." Legal experis e In the message, type "scbscribe sla-gr 
in Paris suggest thzt the decision will have an [first name last nane; 
impaa on %axe development of legdatioc s Send the message: 
that %-ill strengthen privacy protection izws Once yoz are subscribed, you can send a 
~edefkqe &e corrmnerckl relations3ip be- message by addressing it to [sia- 
tween service pviders md  their clients. g@listserv.sb.,or,g~. It's 5b.t simpk! Rke 
time nw to automate retrievaj of the latest 
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Copyright antinues to Educate SLA Members 
Over the p a t  year, copyright has been i;.1 the forefront for most li- wrap Iicensing of infsrmation products at the annual conference in 
brarims and for many legisiatcrs, lawyers, and iaw teachers. For the Minneapoiis. Moreover, in ad&tior: to its :egSar bnsiness meeting 
past year, I@omation QutIook has inclrrded a copyright coIum a c k  at the a r m %  conference, Lie commiEea is ?laming to reinsti?~te 
xonth to higP&ght areas of p&ic:d~ concern and ts update members 5ie open meetkg with members where h&vid.ud zmebers a3 
on v~hat & hap~ening wit3 proposed amen@ments @ tf:e Copyright Act come to discuss copyright matters with Cqe com~ittee. 
that wili affect our workmg Eves as infomz,ion professionds. Specid Librxies Assodation has long beer xtive ;n national 
Special Libraries Association has long been acrive in 
narionul copyright advocacy, bug in recent gears, the 
pace has  escalated considerabtcy. 
p-.s.--..--.-.-a--,....-. --," ,.......,..-...-.,-. --*..,--.-- 
The Copyriglit Committee intends to continue this practice over copyright advocacy, but in recent years, 5ie pace has escgated con- 
the nextyear as a part of o x  charge to eckcate SLA members siderably There is an ongoing consortium of library associations to 
about copyrig%. Coinmns will be wrItteen by members of 5ie com develop a unified response on copyr$$t matters whenever this is 
mitilee acd by gwst autfsrs. With the Busioess & Ficance Division, possible. The commiEee vdl  con',inue to monitor IegiGative magers 
the committee wil co-sponsor a progrsm on shrinkwrap azd dick and work with Lie Director of Gove:nn;ent Reiations to determe 
O 1997 V ISBN 0-871 31-466-6 V 
$42.00 V S-LA members $36.00 V 
what SLRs response s3ould be to vagous legislative initiatives 
dealing -wi6i copj~@fil.,t in the US., Canzda: and throxgh the World 
Intellec~~al FYopeZy Brgankation. Addit"iinaEy, we will zcempt i% 
adv%e individual SLA members with copyrigiit cci?cerns. (Pkise e- 
nag  the chair wi5i yonr cpstions). 
The 1998-99 committee consists of Lxr Sesact, Dee Chipps, 
LoEy Gasamy, jack H~xd, a ~ d  Baiiara Piaiker. Among ns we hwe  
a wide range of experience with cqyri;lt including Canadian cqy-  
right. The committee wants a take th:s yezr to assess how it is car- 
rying out its charge and determine if there are other activities thzt 2 
s h d d  undertake fsr the associatior. To 5r4s end, we need your 
help. Piease answer the following questions and send yon: ra- 
sponse iLO thc chair: Your responses t~ tkese questions wili hdp di- 
red the SLA Copyr@it C o ~ ~ i t t e e  w r the next year. 
1. Wkat topics do y w  want ta see discussed in I r ~ o r n a ~ o n  Oui- 
bsk3 Cogyright: Comer? Is there a particblIar expzt p u  Link 
we shodd approadl about vn3';ing a coiumn? 
2. Does the association web site contaip, sufficient informtior? 
aboct ccopyrigi?t to assist you in your vm'k? 
3. Do you need formal updates at the annnd meetkg on copyriglt 
m a e r s  or v ~ i  the open meeting satisfy your needs? 
4. there statenents of good practice or model policies that the 
cormittee might develo~ that waul6 hdp y m  with copy'~-igJ?.'L 
concerns? 8 
Full Kit includes Resource Guide, Workbook, and CD-ROM; 
ISBN 0-871 11-479-8; Price: $1'79.00, SLA members $149.00 
Resource Guide may be purchased separately; 
ISBN 0-871 11-478-X; Price: $95.00, SIA members $75.00 
Workbook and CD-ROM may be purchased separzteIy; 
ISBN 0-871 11-482-8; Price: $129.00, SLA members $99.00 
Forr more information visit our Virtual Bookstore at www.slla.org 
Order electronicallv throuah our V i r tua l  Bookstore at www.sla.orq 
- - 
Or, complete the form below and mail to  Special Libraries Association, 
Book Order Dept. 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009 
Or, by fax at 7 -202-234-2442 
Or, by phone at 1-202-234,-4780, ext. 643 
Special Li'haries 
Association 
I am a? S t A  member. The member name is My member  umber is 
1 am no? a member of SLA. 
_7 
FaAl Kit 
ra 
Resource Guide only Workbook & CD-ROM 
$1 49 members / $1 79 nonmembers $75 members / $95 nonmembers $99 members / $1 29 nonmembers 
Ship to: 
Name 
Organization 
Dept. 
Address 
City StatdProvince Zip/Postal Code 
Country 
Phone Fax 
Payment Options (prepayment is required for all orders) 
Total enclosed: $ 
-7 
Charge my: i-] I- 
UIEiERSCiUB 
:NEQNAl'oNAL 
Check # 
Account # Exp. Date 
Signature 
(reqclired for credit card purchases) 
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Net cost of providing 
SLA's programs & services 
per member $174.90 
The net cost of providhg SU's propam md services to each r n e ~ i u  in 1998 is $1 74.90 pcr mder": Each member cmen'butes $101.61 
of dues revenue, This means that $73.23 #net non-dues income must begeneratedJor tvey memberjust to provide cz ddanced budget. 
Cues Reverue 
Rion-Dues Revenue 
D m  revenue represents 26% @the Ea7 1998 L)raflBu&eg while non-dues menseegenerates the remaining 74%. 
the columnI please contat SEA Tremwecper Richard Wallace 
% 
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Now Ei covers the entire world 
sf engineering literature 
-cover to cover - 
in Ei CornpendexWeb. 
Search Ei CcmpendexWeb in Ei Village 
and tap into the wor!dis largest engineering 
icformation web resource. Because we've 
already added over one million references 
to !he 1990s in Ei CoapendexWeb - first 
the ~ o s t  comprehensive interdisciplinary 
engineering database, and now the world's 
iargest engineering database. 
More recards 
Have the iuli backfiie? You have at your 
fingertips over 3 miilion references to 
journal articles, conference papers and 
proceedings, technical reports and trade 
pubiica~ions - with half a million more 
being added each year. Against the other 
ieading databases in their fields, Ei is No. 1 
in Mechanicai Engineering, KO. 1 in Chemicai 
Engineering, No. 1 in Civil Engineering, 
No. l in Computer & Electrical Engineering, 
No. I in Engineering Management. 
i More secarching power 
- - 
Now you can count on Ei for your needs 
in Computers/Contrcl, Materials, Industrial 
Engineericg, Transportation, Structural 
Engineering: and more. Ei has it all. 
For a free tyial to Ei GompendexW-ebb visit 
the Ei Home ?age at http://www.ei.org 
ox contact 2i at: 1 Castle Point Terrace 
Hoboken, NJ 07030 USA 
tel800-221-1044, fax 221-216-8532 
e-rnaii <ei@ei.org> In Europe: europe@ei.org 
In Asia: asia@ei.org 
0 
Engineering Information inc. 
Informatian- 
we've got it covered 
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"America's Mometov?n"--that3 h o ~ ?  a3 
ax& in tik juiy/Aug~~st issue of P J Q C ~ Q ~  
Geogaphic BaveIer describes Minneapclis, 
alor:g with its sister city, Saint Paul. Those 
of us lucky enough to jive here year-ronnd 
are looking forward to Jane 1999, when we 
welcome home the "Knowledge Leaders for 
the New Mi',lennitimm attending SLRs 9Cth 
Annud Ccnfezence. While yoa may vis~t he 
Twin for only tike week of the confer- 
ence, we think yoc, like the writer cf the ar- 
ticle, rr,ight well %y ciain;, tc an eno*Lienal 
homestead" in the heartland. 
Minneapolis, Sa ia  Paul, and su~ound-  
ing suburbs comprise a vita1 rnetropokin 
area of 2.7 million hhabitants. The Twin 
Cities are convenientIy located at 45 de- 
gees  north Zatikde, exactly half way Se- 
tween the North Pole and the Equator! a d  
at 93 degrees west longikde, hzlfi~~ajr be- 
tween Greenwich of Mean Erne fame, acd 
the Internaticnd Date Line. Sitting at f i e  
head of cavigation on 5ie MississipG River. 
the cities are a transportation h b  eas2y 2c- 
cessible from anywkre ir, tile v~orid. 
The area has a large number of ? w m n e  
500 companies and is the fastest gowing 
metropolitan area in the northern tier of 
states, with nnaar:y a tee percer~t increase in 
population since the 1990 census. Major in- 
dustries include agic~';i~re, publishing, 
graphic arts, eiectronics, and med id  in- 
struments. MinneapcIis is hoxe to the 
Khth District Federal Resexe Eank and is 
the Piancia1 center of fne Upper Midwest. 
The metropolitan area is dso the reion's 
educational and ctiIkra1 center. MimeapoIis 
is home to the University of Winnesota %:.d 
its Schooai of Medicine, fzma;as for pioneer- 
4% work in open-heart s~rgery and organ 
transpiants. Saint Pad lays claim M a d -  
ester Cdege, %e dm mater of Enited Na- 
ticns Secretary-Generd, Kofi Annaan. The 
two cities have so m a y  other xniversities 
and small colleges, education is often con- 
sidered one of Cle area's major industries. 
The cities' cdtrrrai scene is led by major 
institutions suck as Lie Mr,neapclis Insti- 
? ~ t e  of M s ,  51e Miccesoe Orcfmtra, the 
Saint Paul Chamber 3rilestra and, of 
course, the Gutkie Theater. Cdcr, diversity, 
and chars are added by dozens of muse- 
ums, galleries, m d  ~erfomance SpEieS and 
hundreds of perfoming goups. Estimztes sf 
the cumber of active acting compznies seem 
to change daily, but range between six2 and 
one-hundxd, including tke renomed Pen- 
uxbra Theatre Company r,vi:ich %st s&@ 
:he early plays of Augrrst TdL2s~n. @Gy New 
170rk City scrpzsses :he TwL? Cities in tofd 
ticket sales for performhg a s .  
And, speaking of saks, as most every- 
one knows: shopping has become one of 
the major ~Kractions for vl;sitors lo the F ~ i n  
CitCities. The Mali of America, the na2onYs 
iarges! shoprfing center, in the s.~bxrb of 
Bloomingtoc, now r i d s  Xsney World as 
fie nation's number one tourist destination, 
with 46 d i o n  visitors in 1997, "vV2e-c the 
ma3 was Erst opened many feared it would 
be the death of retail in the dowmwn area. 
instead, it has stixdated shopping in <'I? 
entire area axd down tow^ M:nneapclis has 
over 400 ocdets, one of the highest concen- 
trations of shops in any city its size. 
NzkraIly, when yoz come to Minnesoz, 
you won't want to spend a11 yyor tima in- 
Scors. Like the na5ves, you'll want to get 
out in tke glorious MinnesgD s u ~ m e r  and 
take advangge of cne of the best systems 
of parks and 3 ~ 2 s  a ~ y w h e n  in h e  c o u n t ~  
Minneapipoiis is f a ~ o a s  for its "chair, sf 
iakesn-ail cirded by walking 3.nd b&e 
?ass. Minnehahz. Creek and %e banks and 
bicffs of B e  Mississippi Xi-ver ax other fa- 
vorites for outdoor aci3ities. ,& one *Lime, 
the Twin Cities boasted 5k most golf holes 
per c a $ a  of ar,y metropolitan m a .  Some 
retirement communZes have since cve?&k- 
en ns Sut, unlike some other areas, tee 
times are xnot impcssibie tc arrange on y b -  
!re cocrses, 
If you wzcc &e fun Minnesofa exper& 
e m ,  you% ziso vazt  to iwitate the natives 
by getting cut of t5e cities and expiskg 
the surrou~ding i~~n.tryiside. A Mp "to tke 
Take" is a time-hocored custom and with 
15,000 of then (we're modes: and on$ 
c1ah liQ,OOO on our License $ates) it some- 
times seem everyme a n  have Chci own. 
Tke Mississippi, Mimescta, and Saint Crcrh 
Rivers a2 provide more excuses to get out 
of Cocrs aad Hke the trails in the mazy 
sta'le pariis akng their baa&. For the less 
at;rieticaily inclined, visiting t3e mail river 
towns and scouting fcr aa',:lques and qv.a.ist 
restaurants is a pogulzr diversion. 
The Win =ks and MicnesSa offer so 
much variety, we're ce?ain yw'E find ys-dr 
own special place and ~nderstznd why the 
zathor of the zticle in the Pmekr daimed 
:+s, 7 I,a c. piace that w 3  szy ir: y o u  heart co 
saner  hew fzr you ~oam. gj 
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GAAP '3g Book: :-29639-2 $E2 
GAAP 39 CB-Rem: 
1-31652-8 $69 Avai!able January 
GAWP 95 Bisk: 
1-34665-2 $69 Available Jawary 
C M P  92 BooUCD-Rom Set: 
1-3:663-5 $13: 
GAAP 99 Book/Disk Set: 
:-3:56i;-4 $431 
GAAS 99 Book: 7 -7 93941 $62 
GAAS 99 GD-Rum: 
:-19532-4 $63 AvziiaSie February 
GAAS 99 Disk 
1-29855-7 $69 Availabie Febroary 
GAAS 99 Book/CD-Rom Set: 
1-32052-8 $131 
GAAS 99 BooWDisk Set: 
1-:5535-5 $131 
G M P  Not-for-Profit 99 Book: 
T-29595-5 $a5 Avzi!abie Jar?ua:y 
G M P  Not-for-Profit 99 CD-Rom: 
1-3;53;-8 $69 Axilzble Aprii 
GAAB Not-for-Profit 99 Disk: 
7-31530-X $59 Available Apiil 
G M P  Mot-for-Profit %I Book/ 
@a-Rorn Set: 1-3165E-7 $134 
GAAP Nat-lor-Profit 19 Book/ 
Disk Set: 1-31659-5 $734 
GaAP for Governments 99 Book 
1-29588-4 $65 Avaiiabie Jan-aiy 
GAAP for Governments 99 CD-Rom: 
1-13551-0 $65 Availafie Aoiil 
GaAP for Governments 99 Disk: 
1-19540-5 $69 AvailaCie Aprii 
GAAP for Governments 99 BookKD-Rom Set: 
1-13553-2 $134 
GAAP for Governments 99 BookIDisk Set: 
1-19552-9 $ 1 3 ~  
IAS 99 Book: 1-29626-0 $65 
IAS 99 CD-Rom: 
1-31632-6 $63 Available February 
IAS 99 Disk: 
1-37 633-4 $69 AvailaS!e Februaly 
IAS 99 BooMGD-Rom Set: 
1-315E62 $134 
IAS 99 BooWDisk Set: 
1-31567-9 $134 
Contact Your 
Local Vendor. 
Visit our web site: 
www.wiley.com/gaap 
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For more idormation, Visit our 
web site at wwvli.sla.org/ 
conf_meet/events.ht~d. 
MauEtetlflg L Public Rei~ticsws 
Middle Management Institute 
September 17-18, 1998 
Anzheirr.: C A  
Warrne%r;iq Iw&anet P@fenti$i 
FaII videoconference 
October 8, 1998 
Any location in the US., Cznada, 
md Europe 
KM Expe 98 
h~: i ' /v~ww.kmexpo.~~  
Kx World 
October 13-15, 1498 
Chicago, It 
Great Expestaki~ns: Reach ts Teach 
by Marirose Coulson 
The information professional has been involved 
in "trair:hg'g" since helshe &st showed a library pa- 
tron how n open the back of a book to use a print 
index and pinpoint relevant information. Today, the 
role of the irfomtion professional as a part-time 
trainer contimes to evoive. While some librarians 
conduct formal tfzining sessions for key depart- 
ments on subjects such as quality Internet research, 
others team with %IS departments to aid in devel- 
oping propiemy ho~wledge-based systems. From 
eqiakihg how to nse a CD-ROM to an executive or 
parher, to organizing s u m e r  hternlassociate 
train'ig p rogms  provided by vendors, there are a 
myriad of subtle a d  not so subtle ways that the li- 
brarian is involved in some aspect of training. From 
library aids (docmentation) to resource allocation, 
an information gro!essionalrs roles contihue to pro- 
'Zerate and become more diverse. 
Infor~iatior, professionals have long thought 
of themselves as knowledge workers, providing 
valze-addig services to their organizations. The 
new Kmdedge Ecoiiomy is a period of rapid 
change-a 2aradrgm shift-fox Iibrmians and Ii- 
braries, it car, :Je v',ewed as either the beginning 
of a new "go1dec age" for ~e profession, or the 
poia  when Iibrarians and information profes- 
sionals became marginalized, and perhaps made 
irrelevant, by the rap3 advances in digital wm- 
puler and telecotrmmication technologies and 
the networking power of the Internet, Intranets, 
atld ExTranets. I.i:~rarans are in a position to 
transform themehes kto value-adding knowl- 
edge professionals This will require them to vi- 
sualize a tvorid of rapiC change, instantaneous 
communication, and orgarkzitional transforma- 
tion-from t h ~ s e  based on identifiable bound- 
aries to of business reiationships. 
The macepl of k~owledge management is a 
very powerfui one a d  one that if fd!y implement- 
ed has the potential to make our F&ze as a profes- 
sion both very exetiig and very rewarding. It is 
time for everyone tu unnderwd t ie  potential scope 
of knowledge xanagement and the need to imple- 
ment it as creatively and broadly as possible. This 
is not a p r t m s  that meets the cgteria of "one sue 
firs all' br;: must be adaptive to fit the constant 
changing idormation needs of your clientele and 
the changing access patterns to kZomtztion. 
par Marimse Coulson por Marirose ~ w l s o n  
Le professionnel de I information participe la - Ei profesional de !a informacir, ha tomado parte 
formation depuis le jour o il a !Eon@ au client de la . en enirenamiento desde que ellella le demosa por 
bibliothque comment i': faut ouvrir un h e  Ia fin - primera vez a un patm como abrir ias liimas p g'ias 
pow consulter 1 kdex imprim et localiser I informa- de un libro para usar ei ndice de catdogar y encon- 
tion pertinente. Aujourd hui, Ie rle du professionnel ' trar ia informacin perticente. Hoy da, el papel del 
de 1 inforination en tant que formateur temps partiel profesional de Iz informacin ccmo entrenador en jor- 
continue d voluer. Aors que ceaains bibliothcaires ' nada reducida contina a evoiucionaz. Mientras al- 
conchisent des sminaires de formation pour les ser- , gunos bibliote~aios dirigen sesiones de entre- 
vices cls sur des sujets %is que la recherche de qualit namiento formales para 10s departamentos claves 
sur Internet, d autres collaborent avec les services de . sobre tal materia de calidad como investigacin del 
SIG porn aider laborer 6es systmes experts maison. . htemet, otros se juntan con departamentos de [MIS] 
Que ce soit en explicant un cadre ou partenaire la para ayudar a desarrollar sbtemas patentados basa- 
faon d ntiliser un CD-ROM ou en organisant des . dos en conocimientos. De explicarle a un ejecu~ivo  
programmes d t fournis par Ies revendeurs pour la . asociado como usar nn CD-Roin, a organizar progra- 
formation des stagjaires etlou associs, le/la biblio- - mas de entrenamiento en el verano para internos1 
thcake participe un certain aspect de la formation d asociados, prov3tcs po: 10s vendedores, hay incal- 
ur:e multitude de manires subtiles et pas si subtiles. culable~ maneras stiles y no tan stiles en las que el 
De la documentation 1 allocation des ressources, ies . bibliotecario est invol.;crado en algr, aspects de en- 
rles des professionnels de 1 information continuent . trenarniento. Ee asistencia (documentacin) en la 
de prolifrer et d tre de plus en plus varis. biblioteca has& la disiribucin de remsos, 10s pape- 
les del profesional de la informadn continuan a pro- 
Surfer $UP ?& C Q R R ~ ~ S S ~ ~ ~ C ~ S  liferar y convertirse m s variados. 
par Rory 1. Chase 
Nalsegantes de canwimientlat 
Les professionnels de 1 information e~tiinent par Rory 1, Chase de~uis iongtemcs aue Cuisau 2s travaillent dans le 
ddmaine des c~nn~ss&ces: les services qu ils fox- 
nissent ajoutent de Ia valeur leur institution. La 
nouvelle Economie des connaissaxes constitue porn 
Ies bibliothcaiies et les bibliothques une priode d vo- 
lution rapide de modifkition du paradigme. EIle 
peut tre considre soit comme le dbut d un nouvel ge 
d or pcir la profession soit comme le point o Ies 
bibliothcaires et profess~omels de 1 information sont 
devenus margindiss, et peut-tre peu importants, 
tant donn d une part 1 avancement rapide de la tech- 
nologie de la nnmrisation dans les domaines de 1 in- 
formztique et des ~cominunicarions et d autre part, 
le gouvo3 qu ont Internet, Intranet et Extranet d in- 
terwnnecter Ies rseaux. Les bibliothcaires sont en 
mesure de se transformer en professionnels des con- 
naissances valeur ajoule. Ils seront donc forcs de se 
reprsenter un monde en vclution rapide o la commu- 
nication est instantane et o ies organisations se 
transforment, cessant de fonctionner dans un cadre 
identifiable bien dlimit pour faire partie de rseaux d 
entreprises qui se parler,!.. 
Los profesionales de la informacin han pensado 
de s mismos por mucho tiempo como trabajadores 
de conocimientos, proporcionando a sus organiza- 
ciones con s e ~ c i o s  que aaden valor. b nueva 
Economa de Conocimientos es un perodo de cambios 
veloces un paradigma de despiazamiento-para bib- 
liotecarios y bibliotecas. Se puede ver como el prin- 
cipio de una nueva edad de oro para la profesin, o el 
punto cuando los bibliotecarios y profesionales de la 
informacin empezaron a ser mrginados, y guiz s 
convertidos a insigni9mcia, por 10s avances en ia 
tecnologa de computadoras digitales y t$ecomunica- 
cin y el poder de la interconexin de Las redes de 
Internet, Intranet, y Extranet. Los bibliotecarios est n 
en la posicin de transformarse en profesionales que 
aaden valor de conoci:mientos, lo que les exigir vi- 
sualuar un mundo de cambios veloces, comunicacin 
instant nea, y t~ansformacin organizativa de ape!- 
10s basados en ;mi& identificables, iccluso las re- 
des de relaciones empresariales. 
lafofmatiops + TeshnoiogEes 6 b u s  18pformasIn i teesrsiaoga + Ud. Equiarale a 
gafent gestion des ccnnaissances Ia adminisbacips de conocimientos 
(Extfait ds Knowredge Management: A [sxtracte de Knowledge Management: A 
Mew Competitive Asset) [Gation des Mew Competetiwe h s e g  SL$ 'I 998t [La 
csraraaissances : ~ 8 8  noanre1 actif admfnlstracin de los csnocimientos: Una 
somptEtif], SL& f 698) wueva ventaja competidora] 
par Judith J. Field por Judith J. Field 
Le concept de la gestion des connaissances est 
trs puissant et, s il est mis en uvre in extenso, a la 
possibili! de rendre 1 avenk de notre profession la 
fois trs excitant et trs profitable. d est temps que tout 
le moade wmprenne la porte potentieile de la ges- 
tion des connaissances et Ie besoin de la mettre en 
uvre d une faon aussi crative et tendue que possible. 
Ce n est pas un processils qii remplit les critres de la 
taille unique , mais uri qui doit tre adapt af~n de con- 
corder avec I volution des besoins d information de 
votre clielitle et des changements dans les modes d 
accs I information. 
El concept0 de administracin de conocimientos 
es uno poderosc y que compietamente implementado 
tiene la capacidad de convertir nuestro futuro en rel- 
acin con la pro?esin, a uno emoconante y muy 
provechoso. Ya es hora que todos entendieramos el 
alcance posible de la administrzcin de conocimientos 
y la necesidad de implementarla de ia manera m s 
original y extecsiva que se pueda. Este no es un 
proceso que cumpie con el criterio de una misma tal- 
la para todos pero tiene que adaptarse para encajar 
en las necesidades de informacin que tenga su clien- 
tela, y la pauta dd  acceso a la inF3rmacin, que cam- 
bian constantemente. 
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ty s gradrrate certifrcatior, pro- 
gram in arcEval achWstratioion. 
The position wiE be filled at a 
tenured professional level i b  ar, 
approprite academic depar- 
nent: salary is negotiable and 
competitive. Nominations of 
women md minority candidates 
are strongIy encouraged. Letters 
of n~rrJnaticn or appkztions 
should inckide a cunimium vi- 
tae, if available, and the riaaes 
of at least three refereaces. 
Please aOdress k e r s  tc; 'CVki- 
fred Fraser, Chir, kchives 
Search, Cdege of Zrban, kkor, 
and Metropolitan Affairs, 3198 
Fzcuity/Administration Edg.. , 
Wayne State University, Eetrok 
Mdchigan, 482C2. Wzyne SQte 
University is eequai opporb 
nityiaffimative action em$oyer. 
At: hildings, stmcfxres and w- 
bides at WSU are smoke-free, 
Wayne State Uciversity -Feo@ie 
workkg together to provide 
quality service. 
CATALOGERS6INDEXERS 
NEEDED Harper's Magazhe is 
preparing 2 mmrrlative inder;/da- 
&ase for Harper's, covering the 
fuii mr: of t!e mgzinz, whic3 
9411 Fax: 718 636-8511 E- 
maii: Len!XeGeld@aol.corr, 
LBRAR3AN I. SCXENCE & 
TEWOLOGY TEAM BI_;WAG- 
ER, Urdverslv of ,%yImd Ei- 
kzries. The University of Mary- 
l a d  Libraries, College & ~ k ,  B 
acceptiig appldcations to f i  tile 
position of Librarian I. S d e m  6r. 
Technology Ran? Manager. EN- 
VEiONMEN??, The U & % & ? y  d
bmimd Libraries is movkg to 
a f a ~ - b m d  orga&zatkm that 
2xorporzks ekaents of matrix 
managemer:t tc h~prove services 
to ow users, facilitate orgarLm- 
tion$ ccmmilicatiocs. md fos- 
ter a emironmerit of shxell re- 
spor,sib%ty. :aESPOh'SBILiTIES: 
Leaderskip resporisibility for C?e 
% h c e  Q Technology ? e m  
amposed drof 13-12 tezm nem- 
bers, inchd'i?g aEection mq- 
Egernent Iibrzriars and refer- 
e n c e ~ i s ~ ~ i o c .  I%rw;ans wile 
directiy report ti: Cqe team sac- 
ager ard 5 ckse working liaison 
7&h abject bramh iihzians 
and O<?ET TeSOUYCe pe~pk,  k- 
dzrding t e & h d  semices and in- 
farxztion tecI.mlogy st&. X?e 
team manager works directly 
LOOKING FOR A CATA- 
LOGING PARTNER? The OCLC 
Techpro service offers cas tm-  
ized mdoging and physical 
processing of ~ ~ a t e r i a k  in zII 
bibliogzphic forr~ats and in 
many !anpages at prices t b t  
can reduce overali cztaloging 
costs. Ear detds,  r d  1-800- 
h348-58178, ext 4386 or e-ma3 
DBCUMEXT DELIVERY. 
Vy7crld Wide So~rces. "st, Ef- 
ficient, Inexpensive. TwenQ- 
twc; years experience. Let 3s 
so!ve yonr resear& problems. 
CARGLIB. Phone (919: 929- 
4870. FEX (319) 953-1253. E- 
mail carolib@intwex.net. 
THE M O S T  COMPLETE 
BUSINESS RESEARCH I N  THE 
Get ready 
industries 
Resear 
to instant1 
, products, 
.ch Bank W 
y access ! 
and glob 
eb?" fron 
the worid's most complete research on ccrnpanies, 
la1 markets - right from your desktop. 
?The investext Group is the fastest, 
sirnoiest way to obtain research from over 700 top Investment banks, a- +*.A di., . 
market research firms, and trade associations worldwide. B 
THE NUMBER ONE SOURCE FOR 
' G ~ t b - ~ ~ ~ ~ S '  GLOBAL RESEARCH. 
More thar! 80% of this research can't be found 
acywhere eke.  113 fact, only The lnvestext Group 
provides the ccmmerciai market with broker 
research from l o  of the top 12 investment banits 
as  ranked by Institutbnoi Investor. What's more, we're 
the oziy source for analysis from many leading market 
research firms and trade associations. 
Aqci 53w if5 even easier to get jtist what you need: ocr new 
free text search capability makes it a breeze to pirigoinr specific 
irtformation from our comprehensive data cc!lections. A& vgith our 
new buy-by-the-page option, you only pay for the research you need. 
Tc get started on Research Bank Web, visit www.investext.com today. Whiie you're 
there, take w r  free online demonstration to Learn more about Research Bank Web's 
exciting new features. s >.r.:-*c: .,.. .+..:%. ..-...; . ..-:.,.r.i..l:.., ,  .er   c.,: 
0 1998 The Inveitext Group. Research Bank !Neb 1s a trademark csed herein under :iceme 
PoTtionS copyright Eietscape Commun~cations Corporation, 1998. All rrghts reserved. 
Netscape. Netscape Navigator a d  the Netscape N logo are registered t:adenarks o f  
Netscape in the Jnited Srites and other couotries. 
Like all our information, 
we like to get straight to the point. 
Yodd dove t o  roii ou? more i n i o r m a t i c ~  t o  your end :;se:s- 
but  wha t  will it cost? Less than you might think. Many of cu r  
customers have aiready dkcovered t h e  vaiue in switchinc: r o  a 
fiat-fee price package. They have found t h a t  they can increase 
their informatic:! usage without exceeding their predeter- 
mined budgets. 
As an  iPformation manager, pricing predictabiiky is critical t o  
you. With a :'la;-fee pian, you can eiiminate ;he i ;~esswork. 
The Diaiog Corporation wiil partner with you t o  ieveiop a 
pian t o  suit t h e  specific needs of your organization. 
You'ii save you: company money whlie you ta:, into t h e  
worid's most comprehensive content coi lec t io~.  And t o  naxi-  
mize ycur savings, consolidate ycur muitipie vendor p i a x  into 
o n e  eccnornicai ccntract with Dlaiog. 
Cail us today for  help in determining t h e  optima! flat-fee pian 
for your organization. 
We're confideqt you'ii find us t o  be  t h e  best deal, bar none! 
K E E P I N G  T H E  W O R L D  B E T T E R  I N F O R M E D  
United States 
1 -81)0-3-DlALOG/4 -65C-254-8868 
D i a i ~ g  6nBisc0: !-808-396-9'103 
02995, The 3ia:og Coiporarioa. AV :ights reserved, >:dog acd Tne Dia:og Corpoe:ion :ago are 
trademaxs of The Cialog Corpo~arion anc irs subsiSia:l=s. 
